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DISCLAIMER: 

No part of this book (except public domain pictures and other images under 
special licenses) may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever 
without written permission except for brief quotations utilized in articles and 
reviews. The programs and information expressed within this book are not 
medical advice, but rather represent the author’s opinions and are to be used 
solely for informational and educational purposes. The author is not 
responsible in any manner whatsoever for any injury or health condition that 
may occur by following the techniques and opinions expressed herein. The 
information presented thereof is for informational purposes only and may not 
be appropriate for all individuals. Consult with your partner and/or doctor 
before initiating any of the methods described in this book. 

IMPORTANT COPYRIGHT AND LEGAL NOTICE: 

Third parties (you) do NOT have the permission to copy, re-distribute, resell, 
auction, or otherwise give away copies of this and/or other works published by 
the same author, whether in e-book or physical book format. Yes, e-books are 
protected by international copyright laws. Any attempt undertaken to distribute 
this work illegally through the abovementioned methods or others unlisted 
without expressed permission from the author is in violation of international 
copyright laws and will be prosecuted. 

Copyright infringement is a serious crime with fines starting at $150,000, 
including potential imprisonment upon conviction. Unique tracking codes have 
been embedded in this e-book, designed to detect illegal distribution and 
subsequent download links. Do NOT risk legal trouble by illegally distributing 
this e-book. 

As the owner of a copy of this work, you DO have the permission to print 1 
(one) copy of this book for your own use, or copy the PDF file for the e-book to 
a back-up drive or other storage media for your own back-up use. 

Please keep this book to yourself only. If you like it, recommend others buy it. 
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Preface to the 3rd Edition 
Dear devoted readers, 

 

At the beginning of this third edition of my book, I would hereby like to thank 

all of you of who have read the first and second edition and have provided 

your kind remarks and suggestions on how to make it even better. They have 

truly broadened the expanse and volume of this book, as well as perfecting 

what can be found inside. 

 

Concerning some changes in comparison to the first two editions, the most-

important is that all the typos have now been corrected, thanks to a 

dedicated and thorough revision. Certain cunnilingus techniques from the 

first and second edition have unsurprisingly gained committed fans, who 

have experimented much with them and have been so kind as to send me 

their findings. Additionally, I have added new pieces of advice written upon 

the experiences I have encountered after the book was published. 

 

With the help of my loyal fans, I added advanced cunnilingus material in a 

whole-hearted attempt to round out an overview of the topic into a more 

unique entirety that the reader will not only enjoy, but find more useful and 

informative as well. These additions were based on the numerous “Thank 

You” emails that I had received. They provided a sample against which I 

could collect information on the most frequently occurring problems and 

their respective optimal solutions. 
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On a final note, before you proceed with reading, I would like to thank you 

for purchasing this book, and would like to invite you to write me back with 

your impressions and suggestions. I always have an open ear to you and your 

experiences. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Jennifer S. Dobrowitz 
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Introduction 

Me, Myself, and My Mission 

ello. If you would like to acquire new knowledge and 

skills that will not only improve your sex life, but also 

make you more secure in yourself and, subsequently, 

make you more attractive to women in general, rest assured that 

this is the book for you. 

My name is Jennifer S. Dobrowitz. I work as a general practitioner 

of medicine and advisor on the areas of love, relationships, and sex. 

I would like to think that I am a very outgoing and sociable person, 

but I know myself to be an adventurer, a hedonist, and, foremost, a 

bisexual woman. This is one of the reasons I am writing this book. In 

all honesty, I have seen more vaginas in real life than most have 

seen in their whole life by being huddled over their computer 

spacing out to online porn. In my time, I have met many a clumsy 

lover, more than a few in fact, which has led me to say, among 

other things, “Ouch!”, “Stop it!” and, finally, “Enough is enough! I 

will have to write a book to instruct these fools.” 

Some of you might have been wondering about the origin of my 

family name (Dobrowitz); here then is an opportunity to present a 

H 
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few facts about myself which I find interesting (and hope you will 

as well) in order for us to become better acquainted. 

Let’s start from the beginning, shall we: I was born in 1973 in New 

York. My parents originally came to America from a cute little city 

called Umag, in Croatia. From this set of circumstances I have 

received this American name of Jennifer (though my parents 

sometimes still call me by the more familiar Slavic Jelena as a 

nickname). Soon after, when I was just a little girl, we moved back 

to Croatia where I spent the remainder of my childhood, as well as 

my student years. Later on, I came to the decision to return to my 

birthplace. Once a New Yorker, always a New Yorker, is what I say. 

Now, onto other matters; namely, how did I get here to this book? 

For many years I have been working as a medical practitioner in a 

large grey hospital. However, long ago when I was still just a 

student in college, I started experimenting with sex just like 

everybody does in their own time in their respective horny 

hallowed halls (as much as they can, if you had not, I also feel your 

pain). I dated boys, dated girls, and sometimes both at the same 

time. This was when I started thinking about what makes a good 

lover good, and a bad lover bad. Simultaneously, I began trying to 

combine everything I was learning about physiology, anatomy, 

gynecology, and psychology with my sexual experiences. The 

results of my life’s sexual work are presented in these pages. 
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I want it to be clear from the start that I am not writing this book 

from solidarity with the greater feminist movement or for the 

“goodness of the planet Earth”, but simply, to help you conquer 

women’s hearts and ... how could I put this delicately … to prevent 

you from getting a stiletto heel to the forehead for doing “it” the 

wrong way. 

Since you are reading these lines, I am guessing that you are a bit 

concerned and questioning whether you are doing it right. Trust 

me, if you did it wonderfully, you would be well aware of it from 

the sore jaw and scratch marks to the back of your head. No 

worries, we all could use some improvement, even the best of us. 

There is not one bit of shame in this. You should feel delighted 

actually, as what better way is there to improve but to practice, and 

it is almost a reward to hear, “You need to start practicing 

cunnilingus more often.” 

While we are already at this point, please so politely permit me to 

try reading your mind on the question of why you have decided to 

read this book anyway. Perhaps you may think you do not know 

how to, or may not know what to do in the first place? You may 

have tried too hard, putting your lady friend off, and now feel bad 

about it? It may be that she pushed you away during sex, telling you 

to stop when you thought you were doing it all so well? Maybe you 

even feel desperate as if you are lost in the metaphorical bushes? 

Please be so kind to say even if it looked too complicated, or if it 
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looked and smelled weird so you gave up right on the start (no 

shame there)? Mayhap you actually never tried to because you do 

not know what would you do if you reached that enticing moment? 

Or you may simply like to read a few new your ideas on how to 

satisfy your lady? Whatever the case, I hope, at least, none of these 

encounters have left you with a bad taste in your mouth for 

engaging in oral acts with women. For the future, this book is here 

to ignite your interest in cunnilingus, no matter if previous 

experiences extinguished your fire of excitement. 

These are some of the main problems I have heard for up to now, 

but if you have any other reasons, please feel free to drop me an 

email. I am always glad to hear something new, no matter the 

problem. In this regard, this book will deal with all of them as well 

as with some other more or less common issues. It is designed to 

provide you with all the necessary knowledge and straight forward 

tools needed that you may have missed on your way to becoming 

the most desirable lover that your ladies will have ever met. 

We may all be different in our own way, but I believe that we all 

share the same principles of sexual satisfaction rooted in our 

individual personalities. There are a few simple rules of pleasure 

that connect us all and you will hopefully learn them through these 

lessons. You will be trained on how to apply them. You will also 

learn how to recognize small nuances, those tiny little signals of 

finesse from your partner, so you will be able to fit together 
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everything you know with one simple aim - to provide maximum 

pleasure to your partner and yourself. With this book, you shall 

learn the most passionate language that they did not teach you in 

school and at home – the sexual language of the body. 

As I have already said, as much as we are all the same, we are also 

all different. Still, as long as the same things are able to satisfy us, 

we likely all have our own different problems that prevent us from 

getting to that same satisfaction. With that in mind, this book aims 

to show you how to overcome your problems and provide you with 

all necessary knowledge to make her beg you for more and more! 

So that beginners and advanced users might find the book more 

useful I have adapted this material to the majority of the people 

interested in the field of cunnilingus. Therefore, this product 

consists of many detailed chapters. 

Whatever your level of “sexpertise” may be, you should find a 

tidbit of interest in its pages. 

Have fun! 
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Very Brief but Concise Cunnilingual 

History 

ittle is known about cunnilingus in human history, 

which is a bit odd as we humans are so set on getting 

into one another’s pants, you would think we would 

have written down more about the matter for our 

posterity, but then again, here we are. 

It is known that cunnilingus was an incredibly important act in the 

Chinese philosophy of Taoism (from the Chinese “Dao” meaning 

“the way”). While hard to sum up the intricacies of ancient Chinese 

thought in a few sentences, the biggest goal in Taoism is to reach a 

balance in life in order to have a better and more peaceful life. Part 

of the practice to ensure achievement of serenity is that the loss of 

bodily fluids such as blood, semen, and vaginal fluid is tantamount 

to losing one’s vitality itself. Consequently, the retention or 

ingestion of semen or vaginal fluid was thought to be a method to 

combat vitality’s loss from these same fluids. This is why 

cunnilingus and oral sex came to be highly regarded and practiced 

by followers of Daoism, as well as other religious movements, and 

was ultimately thought to be divine. Well, it still is divine, if you ask 

me. 

L 
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A similar importance of absorbing body liquids is observed in 

Tantra, which is the name scholars give to a style of religious ritual 

and meditation that arose in medieval India no later than the fifth 

century CE. Akin to Daoism, the use of sexual practices is described 

as the way to achieve a state of nirvana. Again, I couldn't agree 

more. 

Do not think cunnilingus is relegated to the Eastern traditions 

alone. For the end of this quite short look in history, I offer the 

exact quotation of one section of the biblical “Song of Songs”; more 

precisely, “The Song of Solomon”. I only ask what you think about 

the words “navel” and “waist” in this psalm: 

How beautiful your sandaled feet, 

O prince's daughter! 

Your graceful legs are like jewels, 

the work of a craftsman's hands. 

Your navel is a rounded goblet 

that never lacks blended wine. 

Your waist is a mound of wheat 

encircled by lilies. 

-Song of Solomon (in the Bible) 7:1-2 
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The Proper Mindset 

Free Your Mind, Your Body Will 

Follow 

 he most important lesson about having the proper 

mindset for cunnilingus is to stop being so serious. Sex is 

playful by nature, and you cannot explore nor develop 

your sexual appetite or that of your lover without jumping into the 

game ready to play and have fun. Be joyous! Be free! Be curious! 

The best manner to illustrate this fact is with some essential 

examples from transactional analysis (herein referred to as TA). By 

definition, TA presents an integrative approach to psychology and 

psychotherapy. It offers a simplification of one’s self and 

communication patterns with others. 

Keep in mind that these explanations are overt and extreme 

generalizations, but are the essence of how our psyches generally 

function, with which I hope to show you the reason playfulness is 

needed in the extreme for a healthy sex-life. 

The key ideas of TA are based on the presumption that we 

persistently present our personality through a mixture of behaviors, 

T 
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thoughts, and feelings, according to which others are constantly 

using to follow us. 

Here are the main acting relationships and behavior patterns 

present in TA: 

• Parent 

We take on the role of the parent when we behave, feel, and think 

(unconsciously) in the way we perceive our parents to have acted. 

In other words, this aspect is how we interpret the roles of our 

parents in our own lives. It is similar to the Freudian idea of the 

“Id”. To better illustrate, consider when one becomes angry and 

shouts at someone because this person may think the other did not 

show sufficient respect. Perhaps the other person had not said a 

simple “thank you” when something was given to them. This anger 

may stem from what our parents thought us in childhood as respect 

is to be shown to the other person who is giving by saying “thank 

you” to them. The important thing to remember here is that we are 

emulating the disciplinary structure our parents have instilled in all 

of us when evoking this “parent” relationship of ourselves. 

• Adult 

Our psychological aspect of the ego state is calculating in nature, 

much like a computer. This state processes information and 

calculates possible outcomes; it lacks any major emotions that 
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could possibly distract one from reaching the goal of a 

premeditated decision. This is “realist”, or pragmatic territory. As 

an example, consider when one rationally approaches the purchase 

of a big-ticket item, such as a house or car. The pragmatic decision 

structure of our brain only calculates based on the cold, hard facts 

of “Can I afford this?” or “Is it big enough to put all my stuff?” 

• Child 

The aspect of the “child” for us is the state where we feel, think and 

behave as we did in our childhood. For the purposes of sexual 

exploration, this is the most important facet since it is the place 

inside ourselves in which our emotions, freedom, and intimacy are 

stored and hidden, even from ourselves. 

The basics of TA state that our energy is divided and floats between 

these three systems, depending on our daily life and the daily roles 

we take. An adaptive person will handle these changes without 

noticing or encountering any type of problems, but other can find 

their personalities clash and a number of problems arise. 

Healthy functioning personalities will have all three ego states in 

their own balance, but a non-functioning type will be missing one 

or more of these crucial ego states. For example, a psychopath will 

lack their parent-ego state and people with psychosis will lack their 

adult-ego state. 
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As far as sex is concerned, as in other relationship structures, the 

healthiest transactions will be distributed thusly: 
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More precisely in percentages: 

While these charts illustrate the concentration of energy in which 

we all transmit our thoughts, behaviors, and emotions, the child-

ego state is that which is most significant for sex. Nevertheless, it is 

not the only one as our adult-ego state must also be aware in order 

to calculate our movements and direct actions during sex. In 

addition, the parent-ego state plays its own important inhibiting 

role during sex as it is oriented to responsibility (i.e., not to go too 

far in the field of play), because we may possibly hurt someone or 
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get hurt ourselves. Hence, all ego states must be active all the time, 

at least a little. 

To excel in the bedroom, it is best to try to get in touch with your 

inner child, as much as is possible. A simple exercise you can do in 

the spirit of better coming to know this ego state is to simply sit and 

engage in play with your baby or young children if you have them. 

Play with them, but observe them. If you do not have any of your 

own, simply take notice of how freely and instinctive a child can 

behave. To achieve success in sexual exploration, you need to learn 

this same free flowing and open attitude again. We all have it in 

ourselves; we merely need to rediscover it. 

As another exercise, try to imagine yourself as you were while still a 

baby or think about how you behaved as a young child. Then go 

home and cuddle with your partner. I know that these suggestions 

might sound a bit funny and immature to you right now, but think 

about it for a little bit. What is more ridiculous than if you go into 

sex deadly serious? Take on that attitude with your boss (unless 

you are in some sordid affair with them), but take off the mask 

from your inner child and show your gentleness in bed. Do you 

recall snuggling with a pet or a teddy bear when you were a kid? Do 

you remember how much you liked to be tickled and did the same 

to those you loved? Or how nice it was to have your hair stroked? 

Transfer this childish sense of joy into playing with your partner. Try 
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to relieve your innocence and trust without the burdens of being an 

adult. It will pay off if you give it a chance! 

This is enough of transcendental analysis for now, at least to 

understand the main idea. If you would like to find out something 

more about TA, there are plenty of books, videos, and websites 

covering the subject. 
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The Winning Attitude 

fter you have become better in touch with your inner 

child, it is time to start thinking about attraction and 

having a winning attitude. While attitude may not be 

everything, it is a necessary start because the key to having good 

sex is that both partners share the characteristic of self-confidence. 

Therein, whether already self-confident or not, the aim of this 

chapter is to help you improve in it. 

If both partners are self-confident enough, it is perfect. However, if 

both partners lack self-confidence, you can just imagine the 

problems that could arise, not least of which is that neither of you 

will ever feel comfortable to initiate sex or take lead in the 

bedroom. If just one of the partners lacks self-confidence, it might 

prove doable, if and only if they are sufficiently sexually 

adventurous to give it a try. In any case, YOU are the one who 

MUST be self-confident. 

Some people are so nervous about sex that they grow overly 

confused and deadly scared at the mere thought of it. They may 

even start shaking or crying. I have seen this level of nervousness 

on many of my own encounters and it is not that I am some kind of 

scary or domineering individual. Some are ashamed of themselves, 

their sexual actions or their bodily parts, usually for some intricate 

and irrational reasons or inferiority complexes acquired in their 

A 
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upbringing. Others may feel guilty in regard to what they desire 

because they have been brainwashed and indoctrinated since the 

moment they were born about what is right and what is wrong to 

do, especially concerning amorous acts of the boudoir. Keep in 

mind that there is no reason to feel this way. In fact, these rules are 

written by others who would want to govern you, but they would 

also most probably be the first to gladly break these same rules 

themselves given the opportunity. 

Regarding self-confidence, nervousness, and moral inhibition, it all 

has the same remedy: we all have to learn how to free ourselves 

from those imaginary and unnecessary rules which we feel to be 

imposed on us. The rule you need to follow for sex is that 

everything is permitted if it is safe. What your conscious partner is 

willing to do matters most. 

We tend to think about ourselves as imperfect compared to some 

icons of perfection that we have seen in movie theaters and fashion 

magazines. We also tend to forget about how much those models 

and movie stars are fake and photoshopped. Men often find their 

manhood to be too small or stomach too big. Girls are ashamed 

because they have cellulite (or at least they have fooled themselves 

into believing that they have it). Male or female, we all sometimes 

tend to consider ourselves as fat and unattractive for no reason. 

The fashion industry also has made many of us think that we only 

look good when we buy something that they want to sell us. It is all 
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just in our minds though! It is perfectly normal to have a bit of a 

belly, to have a bit of cellulite, to have 5.5 inch/14cm penis, and to 

want to eat and not be anorexic. It is also perfectly normal to find 

those normal, everyday attributes attractive in your partner. 

It’s not just a forced illusion of the fashion industry and TV and 

movie stars, but there are also tricks the porn industry plays on us. 

Fake boobs, bleached anuses, nose jobs, lip fillers, labiaplasty (a 

surgical procedure that will remodel inner and outer labia to make 

them look “prettier”), liposuction, the list goes on and on. All these 

procedures are more regular than not, but will leave you 

questioning your appearance the way certain parts of you look. My 

“favorite” gimmick of the porn industry, which, in all honesty, took 

me decades to realize, is the fact that the majority of porn actresses 

are petit while the guys are extremely tall and built. As you might 

have guessed, the result is that a closeup will show a tight and small 

hole with an oversized phallus penetrating it. When you see it over 

and over again, you start asking yourself is there something wrong 

with your size or perhaps the size of your partner. It is neither! You 

have been tricked by yet another optical illusion. Certain attributes 

contribute to the success of athletes, actors, and other professions. 

Well, guess what? Porn stars are subject to this too! 

Now for a winning attitude that will come in handy in order to have 

the best sex ever. 
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Here is one instant tool from NLP (neuro-linguistic programming) 

that should help aid you in gaining self-confidence in the form of a 

straightforward recipe that you can later use in any situation, not 

just for sexual intercourse. 

One of the basic axioms of NLP is that everyone has resources we 

need, no matter what we think about our present position. For this 

technique to work you need nothing except a small space to 

yourself and few minutes of silence. It is short and simple, and you 

should be able to remember it and perform it soon after having 

read it. The technique is intended for situations that are recurrent 

and for which you think you need some other abilities that you 

think you are missing in your life. 

Now, first, please consult the following picture: 

 

 

 

Pick three places on the floor, three separated ones that you can 

step into. 
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For now, they shall be called Place A, Place X, and Place B. 

1) Stand in Place A. Breath in and out deeply 10 to 15 times. Focus 

on your breathing while doing so. Concentrate on the way the air 

travels through your nostrils and lungs while you are inhaling, and 

then while you are exhaling. This should relax you and prepare you 

for the next step. 

2) While standing in Place A, try to evoke the situation that troubles 

you and for which you feel that you need to develop some new 

strength. Try to remember the situation exactly and in detail. You 

can keep your eyes open or close them; it does not matter as long 

as you are fully concentrated. I personally prefer to keep them 

open, but I see no problem in closing them; in fact, many people 

prefer to do so. 

Now think about the situation and mentally enter it. Ask yourself 

what you see, what you hear, what you feel, smell, or taste at that 

very moment. Make sure to think of every possibility you can. Take 

your time and go into it deeper. 

3) Now step out of A, and go into the neutral, intermediary Space X. 

Stand there for a moment, and try to look at yourself as if you were 

still standing in Place A. Examine exactly what resources 

(personality features) you feel you lack. Then, think of a person 

(real or fictional) that you admire, who possesses the features you 

are searching for. Think about that person and position her/him in 
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Place B. When you are sure that that person who holds these 

missing features is in Place B, step into that place and become that 

person. Imagine how that person feels powerful and free with the 

features you feel that you do not possess. Go through what you 

see, what you hear, what you feel, smell, or taste once again, but 

now as this person. When you are sure that you know how it is to 

have these personal features, make a small and unique movement 

with your hand. You can squeeze your fist, for example, or raise just 

one finger. 

4) Now is the time to move everything that you have gained within 

yourself directly back into Place A. Return with all those possibilities 

and personal features through the situation bothering you from the 

very beginning. Go through it with all your senses, with what you 

see (ex: you see your beautiful lover), what you hear (ex: you hear 

her moaning), and feel all the way until it is completed (ex: feel her 

skin under your fingers, taste her, smell her, go through all the way 

until climax). Make the same small physical movement again to 

instill the confidence you will feel for later. After this is finished, 

step out of this state from Place A again into Neutral Position X. 

Now you can watch yourself being the person you want to become. 

Remember that whenever you feel as if you require those desired 

features, just repeat the same small unique movement and 

concentrate yourself to be in that place again. You will then 

remember that you have everything you need to be self-confident. 
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Feel free to use this exercise whenever the need arises. Here, it is 

applied to sexual activities but it can have a much broader use in 

your everyday life. This exercise or variations of it is widely used by 

C.E.O.s, public speakers, or politicians whenever they have trouble 

getting prepared for something they feel they are not up to. It is a 

little universal shortcut to achieving perfection that you now have 

at your disposal. 

Overall, you must become aware that you have your own 

uniqueness and beauty, just as everyone else does. Learn how to 

become aware of it and just watch others fall for as you exert it. 
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The Erogenous Zones of 

the Body 
s most of you may well know, we are all different; it 

would then follow that our erogenous zones differ too. 

There are some common points to bear in mind, but 

every woman is different; thusly, to please any particular woman, 

you shall have to experiment to learn from her reactions. 

The usual locations of the body that women are sexually aroused or 

stimulated by include their hair, neck, ears, lips, breasts, armpits, 

stomach, small of their back, butt, vulva, the inner sides of their 

legs (thighs, but not necessarily limited to them), and feet. All of 

these areas can be stimulated in a multifaceted manner by using 

ones fingertips, lips, tongue, or some “bedroom props”. The best 

aspect concerning these erogenous zones is that some of them are 

“decent” to be touched in public (no risk of arrest for indecent 

exposure here, boys and girls. If you are somewhere in public, make 

it known only to her as to what she can expect later). In the privacy 

of your own love nest (wherever you chose it to be) you can 

proceed with touching her, kissing her, and licking these zones in 

effort to turn her on. 

A 
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The Hair 

Run your fingers through her hair or cuddle her like a kitten. Wait 

for a moment when she is brushing her hair, take her brush, and 

keep on going (does it not, after all, feel good to have one’s hair 

combed or brushed?). Some girls like it when their partner is pulling 

their hair when passion takes over. Most other girls though would 

call this assault and would leave you before they can go any further. 

Therefore, be gentle! Do not rush. Patience is its own virtue. 

Moreover, do not attempt anything that could be characterized as 

aggressive. Perhaps particular women like to have their hair pulled, 

but this is to be left for later only if that sort of thing has been fully 

mutually agreed upon prior, you have a safety word standing by, 

and it turns you on. 

The Neck 

Kissing, licking, nibbling and touching her neck is something most 

woman find very sensual. However, make sure you are leaving no 

love marks or “hickeys”, not every woman will appreciate and find 

it appropriate to have bruises on her neck at her job or when seeing 

her friends the next day. Be discrete. 

If passion gets the better of you and it is visible, a turtle neck or a 

scarf can make a lovely gift in colder weather, and an apology is 
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always welcome. To say “sorry”, buy her one, make it a surprise, 

and maybe she will let you do it again. Do not, however, make it a 

habit, unless you mutually agree upon this matter. Once might be 

nice but it also may be one time too many. If she is searching for a 

sensitive and caring partner, as most women are, you should 

approach her with not only passion but compassion as well. 

The Ears 

Whisper something nice, or even something dirty into her ear, and 

you may notice goose bumps popping up all along her skin. Kiss, 

lick, or gently nibble her ears – their lobes, behind them, all around 

them. Not all women like it to have a tongue in their ears, so 

explore at first - make a small lick and watch for her reaction. If she 

pulls her head away, do not go any further. 

The Lips 

Kiss her lips with your lips, lick them with your tongue, or touch her 

lips with your fingertips. Be creative and use an ice cube or edible 

object filled with aphrodisiac properties (strawberry, cherry, 

chocolate, ice cream, a finger dipped in brandy). 
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The Breasts 

A common mistake for all men is to go right to the nipple. Bah! It is 

forgivable, though; since most men have no feeling in their nipples 

and, generally though there are exceptions, lack breasts, a man 

cannot be intimately aware of the breast’s delicate nature. So, as it 

bears repeating, do not go to her nipples first. Instead, tease her a 

little bit at first. Kiss her breasts, lick them, and use your hands to 

delicately play and stroke them. Keep in mind that some women 

have very sensitive breasts, especially prior to menstruation and 

during pregnancy (and some women’s breasts are naturally tender 

at all times). Be patient, careful, caring, and observant! A single 

painful touch can be more than unpleasant – it can be very painful 

and a total turn off! 

The Arms 

The inner area and sides of arms are more sensitive than the 

outfacing areas of the elbow region. Additionally, her allowing you 

to touch these areas means that she trusts you, allowing you 

greater and more intimate access to the rest of the body. It may 

also be a hard fact to believe, given modern sensitivities, but the 

armpits prove to be highly erogenous zones for some girls. 

Experiment with her to find out. 
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The Stomach 

The area around the bellybutton and the bellybutton itself are very 

sensitive. Keep you touches, licks, and kisses gentle in this zone. 

Make long, slow, and gentle strokes with the back of your hand. 

Pucker your lips and radiate outward in kisses from the bellybutton 

in small, growing circles, returning upward at times. Unless she has 

a strict fetish for it, be careful not to tickle as this area is a ticklish 

zone for many, man or woman, and laughter may be nice to share, 

but may also ruin the mood you have strived to establish. 

The Line of Her Back 

For starters, offer to give her a massage; a light touch and massage 

will help her relax. Make a line with your fingers, lips, or tongue 

tracing downward along her spine. Afterwards, trace this line with 

an object such as a feather, ice cube, silk scarf, your hair, or some 

other objects (some men even will surprise their lover with the tip 

of their erect penis, but do not overstep the established 

boundaries). Being gentle is always good, but if you are both into 

BDSM games, you can also use a whip, paddle, belt, etc. The back is 

also on the way to her butt, our next stop. 
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The Buttocks 

A woman’s backside, her derrière, her butt, is a special place 

reserved for your touches. Kiss it, touch it, or squeeze it. Lick or 

begin kissing from the underside from the top of her hind leg to the 

small of her back. 

If she finds it arising, spank her. This would be a good place to ask 

or receive some form of consent first. While modern pornographic 

films would make it seem like all women love to be belted hard 

across their rears, it is best to keep in mind that they are being paid 

to do a job and they are not the ones you are trying to have sex 

with. Remember: Never try to spank her if you are not sure of the 

response! 

The skin of one’s tushy is a bit thicker than the skin covering the 

neck, inner thighs or inner arms, allowing you to gently bite or 

nibble it. Be careful not to overdo it. Watch for how she reacts, or 

you may even ask her between two very gentle nips if she would 

like it to be more intensive. 
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The Vulva 

Hey, you bought this book for tips on becoming a better oral lover! 

Keep reading, this area is covered in detail in the chapters that 

“cum”. 

The Legs 

The inner side of her thighs and back of her knees are the exact 

areas on a woman’s legs you can access to make her want to spread 

them for you. Lightly touch them by sliding your fingers over them. 

Otherwise, when the time comes, lick and kiss in similar manners as 

has been described for other parts of her body. A caveat: some 

women do not find touching these areas sexual, but more as a 

tingling non-arousing sensation. Therefore, do not aim to tickle but 

stimulate. 

The Feet 

A good thing to keep in mind is that most would find foot massage 

very pleasant and relaxing in and of itself. It is always good to show 

a kind gesture to your lover, even when sex is excluded as a 

possibility. Yet, if it is very real, have your hands dig in for a deep 

but delicate massage. If you find it very difficult, some scented 
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lotion can help “smooth” things along. In addition, kissing her feet 

and sucking her toes are not just for those with foot fetish; pursue 

her in these actions after she has washed them and see where it 

takes you. Again, beware that some women (and men) cannot 

overcome the ticklish feeling contained when having their feet 

touched. I’ve met a lot of people who just cannot stand feet. I know 

many find their feet “ugly”. If this is the case and she is ashamed of 

them, do not push it. Instead, pay attention to other erogenous 

zones on her body. 

The G-Spot 

Okay, look, the G-spot is not a button you can just press to make a 

woman have an orgasm! That having been stated, the G-spot is 

generally located on the inner front wall of the vagina and is 

actually named after doctor Grafenburg, ObGyn. The stimulation of 

the G-spot can assist or even provoke a woman to orgasm very 

intensively. Sadly, this is not true in every woman, as for some it 

gives no result. 

Interestingly, there is one popular medical theory that the G-spot is 

a remnant of the prostate gland that is located in males. If a 

prostate massage can theoretically make a male orgasm more 

intense, a G-spot massage would have the same effect on the 
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female orgasm. However, this is just a theoretical correlation and 

analogy. 

To easily find the G-spot, you should have her lie on her back. Then 

slowly slide one or two of your fingers into her vagina. Keeping your 

fingertips in an upward direction, feel for the front wall of her 

vagina, halfway between the entrance and the beginning of her 

cervix. 

As a helpful tip, the area may feel somewhat denser in its overall 

texture, like a muscly bump under stretched flesh. However, there 

still may be no difference between the feeling you will find when 

touching her G-spot and her other vaginal areas. The best advice for 

finding her G-spot then is not to expect any anatomical structure to 

be present, but to remember to provide stimulation to the area all 

over the front wall of her vagina. 

Now, stimulation of the G-spot by fingering her can help provide an 

orgasm in and of itself, but throw in some cunnilingus and it will be 

mind-blowing. Cunnilingus techniques will be thoroughly explained 

later in this book, but I feel that this is the right spot for an in-detail 

manual on G-spot stimulation. Here is how to do it: begin by 

applying light pressure on the front wall of her vagina and slide 

your fingers from side to side. Then make this pressure stronger 

and the movements faster. These should be varied; for example, 

slide your fingers from one side to another or slide them from the 

cervix to the entrance of the vagina. Some women dislike the 
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feeling of having their cervices touched. Carefully observe her 

reactions to find out what she fancies the most and what she does 

not. 

One good trick many use is make movements with your fingers as if 

you are calling someone to come, call this trick the “beckoning her 

to cum”. Another option is to delicately tap the area, make circles, 

or even write letters, numbers, or signs. It is nice to be random and 

have her not expect what is coming so she will better cum. 

You may notice a swelling of the “G-spot” area as she becomes 

more aroused. It is normal and is actually due to the same process 

that happens when a penis becomes erect.  

Sometimes stimulation of the G-spot can leads to multiple orgasms 

and/or feminine ejaculation. However, some women may mistake 

or associate this feeling of potential ejaculation with the urge to 

urinate when their G-spot area is stimulated, so, if she does not feel 

comfortable, apply lighter pressure or stop for a moment and seek 

another pleasure area to explore. If she is still not comfortable, stop 

altogether. You can always experiment later, when she is more 

relaxed. 
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The AFE Zone 

(the A-Spot, Second G-Spot, Deep-

Spot) 

The anterior fornix is a fancier word for the deepest point of the 

front wall of the vagina. Hence, the AFE zone is short for the 

anterior fornix erogenous zone. As with the G-spot, there is the 

same theory stating that A-spot is a rudimentary prostate gland, as 

well as the fact that stimulation of the A-spot will bear similar 

results as stimulation of the G-spot will. Feel free to use the same 

positions and techniques as described above for the G-spot, except 

that you may need to have long fingers or use a sex-toy to reach 

the A-spot, since it is located much deeper in the vagina. 

One of my favorite facts about both the G-spot and the A-spot is 

that these areas do not become over-sensitive after achieving 

orgasm, so they can be stimulated over and over again without 

waiting for the heat to calm down. 
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Flower Anatomy 
efore diving into the more advanced areas of any field, it 

is important to know the terms, as well as the ins and 

outs, of what you shall be covering. With this in mind, it 

is now that we take a good and hard look at the actual anatomy of 

the sexual reproductive organs of the female of our species. 

All of our bodily systems are complicated, and the female 

reproductive system is no exception. However, for the purposes of 

this book, we only need to concern ourselves with a few areas and 

not the entirety. The external parts we need to focus on are mainly 

the mons pubis and the vulva, while the internal are the vagina, 

cervix, uterus, fallopian tubes and ovaries. (For ease of 

understanding, please refer the illustration below.) 

 

B 
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The vulva is the medical term name for all of the visible external 

areas of the reproductive organs: the mons pubis, the labia majora 

(the outer, large lips), the vestibular (Bartholin’s) gland ducts, the 

labia minora (the inner, small lips), the entirety or majority of the 

hymen, clitoris, the urethral opening which is surrounded by the 

Skene’s gland duct, and the vaginal opening. 

The mons pubis (mons venereum, mons veneris, Latin for the “hill of 

Venus”) is the area of the skin of a woman’s lower abdomen that is 

generally covered with pubic hair, underneath which is a pad of 

fatty tissue overlaying the pubic bone. 

The clitoris is formed out of erectile tissue much similar in nature to 

that of the tissue that the penis is made from. It may range in size 

from very small and short or up to a few inches/centimeters long. 

The clitoris itself is covered by a clitoral hood (prepuce), just as the 

uncircumcised penis is covered by foreskin. 

The labia majora are naturally covered with hair (when not 

depilated), and the labia minora may vary greatly in their 

appearance and size, from small to large. The colors of the lips also 

vary widely, which may most likely be the reason why this part of 

the body is usually compared to a flower with its petals many hued, 

varied, and spreading. (For those of you unaware, flowers are also 

the sexual organs of plants, something to remember the next time 

you give them as a gift!) 
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The product of the Bartholin’s glands is a mucoid fluid that 

lubricates opening of the vagina. This is what makes a woman 

“wet”, a welcomed reaction to sexual stimulation. Note, however, 

that arousal can occur without being wet or a woman can be wet 

without being aroused, but we will discuss this matter later in this 

book. 

The vagina itself is a fibro-muscular canal that leads from its 

opening between the labia to the cervix. As its walls can dilate and 

constrict, this canal acts as an elastic birth canal and a secured 

entry way for the penis during acts of sexual intercourse. For 

information on the magic “G-Spot” and “AFE Zone” please refer to 

the chapter “The Erogenous Zones of the Body”. 

The cervix is the opening of the uterus (womb) opposite to the 

vagina’s opening. It may surprise you, but it can actually be touched 

with one’s fingers, feeling like a large round muscular 

protuberance. 

Other parts of the female reproductive system include the ovaries, 

which are the internal sex organs responsible for producing the 

hormones estrogen and progesterone, as well as where human 

eggs mature and are released into the fallopian tubes to travel 

down into the uterus. 

Well, that is enough of an anatomy lesson for now. Let’s move onto 

turning your lucky lady friend on with the act of foreplay. 
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Foreplay 
any people think cunnilingus is foreplay itself. While 

this may be partly true, I think that it should be 

considered part of the actual lovemaking, where 

foreplay is seen as only an introduction to other forms of sex. When 

viewed from this standpoint, it is easier to see how you should take 

care of your partner's arousal and stimulate it, but not force her 

over the borders of climax for this first round of sex, in case she 

cannot achieve more than one orgasm for a night - some women 

are simply unable. It is rare, but a distinct possibility you should 

avoid lest you not have a chance to get your rocks off as well. 

Prepare Her Mind 

The psychological state of sex is often overlooked owing to the 

desire to obtain it. Yours truly asserts that all foreplay starts as 

seduction and may begin even long before the more physical 

aspects of intercourse are a glitter in your eye or a blush on her 

cheek. So, for seduction to be initiated, she need not even be near 

you for the foreplay or game of seduction to begin. For instance, 

send her a sexy email or text message in order to incite a state of 

M 
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pre-arousal and warm her up for later. Shower her with sweet 

expectations. Be flirty. Have trust in your own appeal. But most of 

all, do not be shy – let your emotions and words flow freely! 

Try to pay her a small compliment and move in a little closer. Never 

underestimate the value a small bit of innuendo can bring. Tell her 

how sexy she is; indirectly mention her body parts in double 

entendre. Include snippets of what you intend to do to her. Tell her 

where you want to touch her or kiss her, but do not be vulgar or 

too pushy, unless you are absolutely certain she is into dirty talk. If 

you do so, she will automatically start the unconscious process of 

visualization, whether she has the intention to visualize it or not. 

Merely let her in on something intimate and she will be putty in 

your hands because she will anticipate those actions you have 

suggested on an unconscious level. She will feel every touch and 

every kiss you mention, even on those bodily places you suggest. 

Make sure not to overstep the line and cause offense. You will have 

to estimate how far you can go with any woman based on your 

previous experiences with her, or on how well you know her. Keep 

in mind that some women are crazy about dirty talk, but others find 

it offensive, immoral, and, worst of all, annoying. What I like to do 

is something in between, mixing innuendo with small compliments. 

It sounds good and usually will help you get what you are looking 

for. 
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Sample Texts: 

• “Can’t stop thinking of you. I wanna kiss you, touch you, and 

hold you in my arms.” 

• “Hey sexy! Guess who’s going to have a wild night tonight?” 

• “Just thinking of your wet place makes me wanna lick it to the 

end of the world.” 

• “It’s lunch and I wanna have a snack from your box ;)” 

• “It’s my lunch break now, but I want to save my appetite to eat 

you later.” 

• “Hey, babe, I know that you are on the job now, but I couldn’t 

help telling you how jealous I am of your chair b/c it gets to feel 

your soft sweet behind all day and here I am stuck in the office.” 

 

A "Saucy" Postcard from c. 1910. 
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Lovers, Start Your Engines! 

he secret to tantalizing foreplay is to sensually overlap and 

gradually mix your intimate space with that of your 

partner’s. Flirting, touching, kissing, French kissing, licking, 

biting, hugging, petting, whispering are all important parts of 

foreplay. A good rule of thumb is to not be stingy. Contrary to men, 

most women need longer foreplay simply in order to get relaxed, 

aroused, and ready. It will also help her to become more 

emotionally available and closer to you, imperative to sexual 

psychological preparation. What’s more, it will help get her ready 

physically as well. Foreplay will have her clitoris erect and kick-start 

the vagina’s self-lubrication. When you feel her wet, you will 

certainly know that she is ready, but, until then, proceed with the 

foreplay and do not rush. Sex is not the aim, but the process, a very 

enjoyable and pleasurable one you want to last. 

Another thing that you have to know is that during foreplay, the 

vagina and the clitoris become extra sensitive due to the blood flow 

that rushes to the vagina. For this reason, anything done at the 

beginning will feel much stronger to the woman compared to when 

she is reaching climax, so be gentle. 

Just remember: be flirty and caring no matter what steps you 

choose to undertake. 

T 
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Martin van Maele's print “Francion 15” of a pastoral couple engaged in 

foreplay 

 

Many couples enjoy watching porn movies together to get into the 

mood. You may scoff at the idea or be a bit hesitant, but it can be 

just the thing to put your minds in the right mindset to further 

explore each other and your inhibitions. Be wary of the fact though 

that many women will not like the idea, becoming jealous of the 

actors in the film or furious at the mere idea. Only take up this 

option if you have a relaxed and open relationship where you feel 

comfortable with one another. If you are not sure how it would go 
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with your partner, you could try watching some movies beforehand 

and choosing something that is on the soft-porn side. If this method 

works, you might also pick out a few scenes that highlight what 

poses and acts you would like to give a shot. 

Role playing, where you act out sexual fantasies, has also grown in 

popularity in recent years. It can give you the perfect opportunity 

to behave completely different and free you from the inhibitions 

that you might have towards some forms of sexuality. It may also 

give you and your partner the chance to live some hidden fantasy 

you have. A common one many have is that of a naughty schoolgirl 

caught misbehaving by her teacher and has to be “punished”, 

which is admittedly a more male-dominated one, but some women 

also enjoy being in a more childish position. The frequent female-

dominated roleplay many dream of is that of a strict, yet naughty 

businesswoman, teacher or policewoman that commands the 

situation for her desires. You can also use costumes, aides, or even 

backdrops to help you fulfill your fantasy. Therein, on a more 

female note, in the last few years many of my girlfriends have 

confessed to having their boyfriends dress up as pirates. So there 

you are. I suggest setting up some situations and characters you 

would like to experience and run them by your lover; see if she has 

some of her own. 

On the kinkier side of things, BDSM can also be part of your 

foreplay retinue. One method would be to tie your partner to the 
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bed and begin to pleasure her as master and her as servant. Some 

enjoy being blindfolded; not knowing what will come next. Some 

enjoy having hot wax from a candle poured in small droplets onto 

their feet or other parts of their body. (EXTREME CAUTION: this can 

be very dangerous if the wax is boiling hot and should be done with 

extreme care. The wax should have only just melted and have 

slightly cooled before placed. There are even special candles made 

from wax with a lower melting point, intended especially for this 

kind of kink. Never even think of attempting to undertake an action 

if you are not prepared or cautious.) These can be quite interesting 

small games. Make sure, in fact it is a requirement, to pick a safe 

word before any BDSM action which your partner will tell you as a 

signal to stop if you go too far or things become uncomfortable. 

Another very important piece of advice you must heed to is not to 

head directly to her sensitive spots right away at the very 

beginning. Naturally, it is wonderful if you can find her erogenous 

zones directly, but do not dare over-exploit them. The wise thing to 

do is to stay away from whatever her most sensitive erogenous 

zones are as they are buttons to enhanced arousal. You do not 

want to play your aces at your opening hand, do you? The idea is 

not to push her flying over the edge, but to lead her there without 

her knowing. You do not want to come off as a lover whose partner 

thinks “Oh, all they are doing is desperately trying to give me an 

instant orgasm”. Turn her on at the start by other means and leave 
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these other highly excitable areas for her pleasurable exploitation 

later. 

If you are still confused as to how you should start, a sensual 

embrace followed by gentle kisses that become more intensive as 

she starts to show a response is never a bad idea. To spice it up, 

add a bit of cuddling and snuggling. When you notice that she is 

aroused, follow the blueprint laid out in “The Erogenous Zones of 

the Body” chapter. 

Concerning foreplay, I personally like to start by French-kissing my 

partner, gently touching her arms, back, stroking her hair... Then, I 

slowly take her clothes off while whispering dirty and sexy 

compliments into her ear. This lasts at least 15 or 20 minutes. I 

have the gift of knowing how to immediately find the personal 

sensitive spots on any woman (but so can you, if you pay attention). 

I like to change them up, as much as possible. It is best to switch 

your points of attention; otherwise, you will surely bore her sooner 

or later. This is also true, medically speaking, as nerve endings need 

small amounts of time to rest in order to function. If one area 

receives all the stimulation all time, it will go numb. So, switch up 

your methods, techniques, touches, and places to stimulate from 

time to time in order to maintain sensation, sensitivity and 

sensuality, as well as to ward off deadly predictability. 

Unfortunately, an exact formula for “perfect foreplay” is not 

possible to be given as it differs from individual to individual. It 
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should go without saying that you must watch, listen, and feel your 

partner to know what turns her on most. My advice is to take it 

slow and not to rush. If you strive to prolong her pleasure and not 

pressure her, she will certainly become more relaxed, better 

aroused, and, subsequently, more easily achieve orgasms. Hey, if 

you want a recipe for disaster: be impatient. She will sense it, 

become nervous, and walk out with you gaining nothing from your 

effort. Do not make it difficult for yourself and for her; follow her 

pace and rhythm. Do so and you will see how much she will come 

begging back for more.  
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Locations 
f you only stay in your bedroom and to the comfort you think 

it offers, I guarantee without a doubt that you will tire of it 

sooner or later. Stick to the same setting only if you want to 

make your lover yawn whenever she thinks of you or that place. Let 

me ask you the following question: why do you think most pairs 

loose interest in sex when they start living together? It is because of 

routine! Dull, mundane, boring, routine. Before partners start to 

live together they switch places and passionately grab any moment 

of intimacy when no one is looking. They are not confined by their 

nature to the same four walls; rather, they have a world of amorous 

opportunities to explore their love in. Let’s mix things up a bit then 

in our relationships to add some spice, zazz, and excitement! One 

simple remedy is to change location or venue! 

A Cheap Motel 

Do not smirk. Yes, I mean the kind where you pay by the hour! Why 

not give it a try? No fancy reservation is needed, no luggage, no 

children running around the room bothering you to use the pool. 

You can drop by anytime you want, while you go shopping, or 

returning from work. Are you afraid that you may try being a little 

I 
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slutty for a moment and might like it? Hey, it might give you just 

enough “nastiness” to alter your everyday sex routine. 

If renting a room for a few hours with your partner is still too much, 

why not plan a weekend getaway to a nearby national park or go 

for a weekend getaway to another area? No one would judge you 

anyway, but you might feel much better when you are farther away 

from home. 

A Waterbed 

I have never seen a more surprised or happier person than my lover 

when I informed him that I had bought us a waterbed. He was so 

happy, as he told me in his boyish grin, “Now, this kind of bed will 

help us make some real waves”. But he was right. Waterbeds are 

excellent for sex. Not so good for sleeping in, though, since 

whenever your partner moves, you will move too, even if you are 

snoring away. I am lucky enough to be a well-to-do doctor who lives 

in large house, so I can afford to have this kind of toy lying around 

in my guest room to jump on when I see fit. Yet, if you live in 

limited space, think twice before you invest in this kind of furniture, 

as you will not be able to use it if you want a good night’s sleep and 

do not sleep alone. As a quid pro quo you can always find a nice 

hotel room with a waterbed and rent it for a night. 
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The Kitchen 

Even if you are not a voyeur, it must be admitted that women (or a 

man) can be irresistibly sexy while in the kitchen. This is the reason 

why it can turn out to be a great place for impromptu sexual 

situations. 

While your partner is cooking, you can easily sneak up on them 

from behind and have your way with them. Start by hugging them 

and kissing their neck then slide your hands all along their backside. 

When the snuggling is over, pick your partner up and lay her down 

on the kitchen table, or lift her up to sit on the counter. In these 

positions, she will be open and ready to go down on. (See the 

chapter “Cunnilingus positions” to try out some or all of them in the 

kitchen.) You’ll have to be both practical and imaginative to adjust 

to the kitchen furniture, but I am sure the effort will pay off. 

The kitchen is excellent choice for sex because it offers so many 

usable surfaces. Just watch out for the sharp edges and hot items 

(except for yourselves that is). Also, take care not to set anything on 

fire except for her panties. 
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In the Shower 

Remember the lessons about the standing positions from the 

“Cunnilingus Positions” chapter, such as “the Mistress”? These can 

be applied in the shower as well. While penetrative sex may be a 

chore in the shower (water does not act as the best of all 

lubricants), cunnilingus is a whole other story; everything is nice 

and clean, and ready for the licking. 

Take care to maintain each other’s stability and not to slide or fall, 

as you can hurt yourself and your partner too. Keep in mind that 

your bathroom is full of sharp edges, dull metal, and pay attention 

to the fact that those ceramic tiles are not very forgiving. Don’t 

forget the statistical fact that you are more likely to die in your 

bathroom than in traffic! Other than that, have some slippery clean 

fun. 

The Office 

If you have access to your own private office or workspace, and like 

excitement or enjoy doing something that is considered taboo or 

forbidden, then giving someone cunnilingus in an office 

environment might be just right up your alley (or cubicle, in this 

case). 
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For a bit of kink, if you happen to love BDSM, you could tie up your 

lover with telephone cable or a tie, and start off your little 

adventure. Just make sure that there are no cameras and that you 

are the only one there who is “staying late to get some work done”. 

The Car 

Nothing quite gives you the freedom to go anywhere, anytime, and 

with whomever you like as the car does. If you prefer a bit of 

intimacy, you can always try to find some fine quiet or remote 

location outside the city, just like when you were a teenager and 

(hopefully) were able to abscond with someone for an evening to 

engage in some backseat dry-humping at a “make-out point” of 

some sort. 

As far as cunnilingus in a car is concerned, it can be pretty 

restrictive because there is not much space to do it in unless you 

drive a larger vehicle such as a truck (where a blanket stretched out 

in the back affords you a bit of comfort) or an SUV (which provides 

space for other things too). If the back seat is big enough, it is a 

great place to enjoy each other in the 69 position. She can also sit 

on your face if your car has the option to make your seat almost 

horizontal or even has a sunroof. Imagine and then practice. 

In a smaller car I suggest finding a very remote area and having her 

sit with her legs wide open out of an open door, with one of her 
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legs resting on the top of the door itself, while you kneel on the 

ground in front of her and go to work. 

The entire point of having some fun in your car though is not in the 

comfort but the excitement that it can give both of you. Go out and 

explore the road and each other. There is also the uncertainness of 

the fact that someone might come your way and see you. While it 

might be a turn on factor for some, others might be utterly freaked 

out by the idea. If the latter is the case, do not go for the full act of 

cunnilingus, but rather have some petting in the car (for starters). 

On the Roof 

For all the semi-hidden urban exhibitionists out there, oral sex on 

the roof is one of the most exciting venues available to do so. The 

sky above and the sounds of a living city below add a special 

dimension to all sexual acts, let alone the succulence of oral 

pleasures. 

If you want to ensure that you will not be caught, make sure that 

you pick the tallest building in your area or proceed with your 

lovemaking at night. The higher you go with her, the longer you can 

go down on her. Make sure you bring a blanket or a few folding 

chairs. If you live out in a more rural place though, the roof can be a 

fun place on cooler spring, summer, or fall nights: under the stars 
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you both can explore one another as the cool air titillates you and 

the warm roof provides a bit of extra comfort. 

On a Boat (in the Open Air) 

Boats are just great for sex in general. Taking one will allow you to 

escape far away from curious eyes, and still remain fairly close to 

home. Also, do not forget the sheer romance of the waves lapping 

up against the sides as you lap at her. You could even make a 

weekend of it if you have access to a houseboat, smaller sailboat, or 

yacht - a whole two days of licking, gyrating, and generally lying 

about taking each other in. 

As fun as it sounds, you must keep safety in mind when carrying out 

your cunnilingus adventures at sea, especially in regard to location. 

Do not do standing cunnilingus positions unless you are in a large 

boat, as when your passions take control you could easily rock and 

flip over a little one. Also, pay attention to the possible and likely 

slippery deck. You do not want to suddenly find yourselves in open 

water, especially at night, with no one around to help you. 

Be careful at night in general. Make sure to display appropriate 

light signals for other boats, especially if you are on a river. There 

are numerous cases of fatal boat collisions because of couples who 

wanted to be left “incognito” on the water while getting their 
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groove on. A remarkably bizarre way to end life if you ask me, so do 

not try to bring it on if you can avoid it. 

In a Luxurious Hotel 

Most people cannot afford living like royalty, but can save up from 

time-to-time to live large and splurge on a getaway. Why not pay 

for a four or five star hotel at least once? Remember one thing 

though, paying for a luxurious hotel room implicitly means 

providing luxurious cunnilingus to your partner, in which you will 

serve her well, using all your skills and showing her everything you 

know. It is not only expected, but required. 

Love in an Elevator 

Engaging in sexual play in the elevator is one of my personal 

favorites, especially in those which have big mirrors lining the walls 

of the inside. 

For this location, you should know that if your partner wears a skirt, 

it will definitely make things infinitely less complicated as it can 

remove the muss and fuss needed with pants, panties and other 

undergarments. 
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By pressing the emergency stop button, the elevator will stop 

between two floors, or you can probably go to the last floor and 

block the door from completely closing. However, be very careful; 

pressing the emergency stop button also often automatically sends 

a warning to building security and local police, who will come to see 

if you are alright. (In some places, public sex is still considered a 

major offense, so check local laws as well.) 

Also, you need to account for any potential cameras and video 

surveillance in the building and in the elevator itself. If you are able 

to find an elevator that works in all its aspects, then I say go for it! 

The experience is amazing. 

Your partner will have to stand and you can kneel or squat in front 

of her. The elevator, no matter how fun, is not for extended entire 

sexual interludes, merely to spice up your sex life and to orally 

tingle and peak her mind for future engagements. For instance, a 

good place to do this would be in a hotel, on your way back to a hot 

lovemaking session of your own in your hotel room. 

The Beach 

It is in our nature to be more relaxed near the water, even the most 

anxious of us. If you are on holiday, and not living in a place near a 

beach, then it is even better as the effect will be stronger since the 

location is not so readily available and it will subsequently seem 
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even more special to both of you. Beaches and sunsets go hand-in-

hand with the romantic. 

If you can find a secluded place, it is also a great opportunity if you 

want to provide your partner with some of the most romantic 

cunnilingus of her life. Waves, sand, sun, or the moon and stars on 

a lonely beach will always make your lover want more of you. One 

caveat: bring a blanket to avoid sand getting into your partners 

body, otherwise she will truly get “sand in her vagina” and you will 

have a bad time of it indeed. 

Pools, Lakes, and Other Bodies of 

Water 

Similar to the beach, almost all water accessible areas are 

wonderful places and excuses to explore one another. I suggest 

caressing and kissing while swimming in the water to reach a higher 

state of arousal. Slip your hand down her bathing suit and glide 

your fingers along her vulva simply to show some of your intentions 

for later, when both of you will be out of the water. Then, take her 

out, and lie her down on a towel in some nearby hidden location as 

to proceed to do some of your own tongue magic on her. 

The same steps could be applied if you are not swimming, rather 

walking along a river bank or just sitting on a bench, watching the 
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water flow or the lake shimmer. Think improvised romantic 

rendezvous along the Seine in Paris. Although oral or any other sex 

act could easily get you both arrested or at least fined, a finger glide 

when no one else is looking and a hint that it will be your tongue 

later on will keep the erotic flow glinting. 

In Nature 

(when Trekking or Hiking)  

Invite her for a walk in the country if the weather allows. The 

spring, summer and early fall are all perfect times for these kinds of 

sexual dalliances. Pick a location. You can go there by walking, 

biking, or even farther by car. If there is such an option, take a cable 

car up to get even higher (such as at the Palm Springs Aerial 

Tramway or the Alps). Bring a basket with sandwiches and a bottle 

of sweet summer wine. Do not forget a nice big blanket, too. 

It does not necessarily have to be some high summit with a 

spectacular view, but it can be a field of tall grass, lonely hill or 

forest. Almost every possible place you can imagine can be a place 

for cunnilingus when you are out in the great expanse of nature. 

If you are an outdoorsy type, try to imagine all those open forests 

and fields when trekking or hiking in the countryside, or 

mountaineering. Think of the picturesque clearings or groves in 
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small hidden-away places you could make love in, where you could 

make her orgasm and no one but the eagles on far away cliffs 

would hear her. 

If you do plan to have an adventurous interlude in such a setting, 

please make sure to watch out for ticks, poison ivy, and other 

hazards. You do not need to be an expert lover to make love in 

nature, but you certainly should know your way around the 

wilderness. 

In the Rain 

Let the rain drops help you in the caresses of your partner. Can you 

imagine the romantic imagery of kissing in the rain? Well, 

cunnilingus in the rain is even better. It can be adventurous, 

romantic, and sexually gratifying all at the same time. Since when 

was being wet an obstacle for sex anyways? 

Use the advantages of the summer rain when you experience it the 

next time instead of running for shelter (unless that is to escape hail 

or lightning – you are the one who should knock her off her feet, 

not a bolt of lightning). 

It will be an extraordinary experience to have water dripping all 

over your skin, in the warm, pungent scented air of the summer, 

stimulating you and your partner especially. Of course, a place 
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secluded from curious and prissy eyes in the open air is a must 

here; rooftops, parks, balconies. Chances are no one will be there 

during heavy downpour anyway.  
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Your Surroundings 
y now you’ve learned how exactly to turn her on, to lick, 

in which positions and in what locations that might 

happen. But, there is more to it than that! Not every 

room is the same nor should it be. You know that feeling when you 

both want sex? You have the time and place for it, but something 

just isn’t right? Let me give you a few ideas on how not to get stuck 

in a rut and a helping hand out of that situation if it does so 

happen. 

Setting Mood and Tone by Color 

If you make love in your bedroom on most occasions, it would not 

be a bad idea to better adapt it to serve this purpose. For instance, 

you could furnish it with a twin, queen, or even king size bed, so 

that two of you can enjoy comfort from any angle and still have lots 

of space left over. Perhaps you could also think of changing the 

color scheme of the room to better match the sexual moods of you 

and your partner. Some warm wall colors might help in achieving 

that cozy and relaxed ambience. 

B 
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Getting Her Juices Flowing with the 

Flick of a Switch 

I would suggest investing in a lamp with a mood setting, or at least 

a more low-toned one that can be located somewhere near the 

bed. It should also match the color-scheme or perhaps could cast 

colored light itself. I personally prefer candlelight. It gives the 

atmosphere a romantic and erotic touch that just screams intimacy 

and closeness. However, you know better than me what floats your 

boat and should renovate and renew your own space accordingly. 

Let the Music in 

To accentuate the visual, turn to the auditory! Think about a sound 

system just for the bedroom. Music can add a very important 

dimension to the atmosphere you want to create, providing you 

with a mood, tempo, and backdrop to your lovemaking. Choose 

wisely, as it should not be too loud for the simple reason that you 

want to hear your partner during lovemaking and surely she wants 

the same. 

A nice play list will also come in handy in your car if you plan to park 

out somewhere and have some fun in the backseat. 
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Using Mirrors 

Another addition to make your nights more interesting is a mirror 

located above or near the bed. Though not as strange as it would 

seem at first thought, some do quite enjoy watching themselves 

and their partner during sexual intercourse. While this sight of 

viewing her partner can be very erotic to many women, beware 

that others might find it confusing or uncomfortable. 

The fact that we can see ourselves or our lover during sex from an 

opposite angle can be very erotic. This can easily be made possible 

if a mirror is placed above or besides one’s bed. If placed from 

above, pay extra-special attention to secure the mechanism that is 

holding the mirror, preventing any potentially harmful situations. 

Installing a mirror beside the bed can also be very interesting, as it 

will allow you to view yourself and your partner from different 

angles to boot. If you are concerned about any potential snide 

remarks from someone who might see your bedroom and make 

comments on having a mirror on the ceiling, placing it besides the 

bed is a non-revealing decoration useful for non-sexual activities 

such as dressing yourself, or for putting makeup on when it is part 

of dresser. 
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Getting the Atmosphere 

Right 

Blindfolding  

lindfolding allows for the enhancement of one’s tactile 

senses; when one sense is excluded, the others become 

more alert by default. By this logic, if you exclude 

eyesight, one’s feeling of touch will grow that much more intensely 

and it can be applied in the sexual act to increase the impact of our 

actions. 

There is another important factor in blindfolding concerning sexual 

activities and it is the psychological factor of expectation and 

uncertainty. Your partner will become slightly scared since she will 

not be able to see you and will therefore not be able to predict 

what you are going to do next. However, this can be a great option 

to develop confidence in a relationship (of course, she may not let 

you if she does not trust you, which brings up other problems you 

need to work on). All this together can lead to the creation of an 

intensely erotic atmosphere to make love in, which is the aim. 

If you would like to explore her while she is blindfolded, here is 

what to do after placing it on: first, give her a massage, and rub her 

B 
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gently all over her body, kissing her slowly. Being aware of the fact 

that she will feel you at a greater level of intensity than usual, 

cunnilingus while blindfolded is a way of providing a more intense 

orgasm than others with slightly less work. Keep this in mind and 

use it wisely as blindfolding can also get old fast if used too often. 

Bondage 

Bondage is all about temporarily making you or your partner into 

the other’s sexual slave. To this aim, the use of restrains can be very 

stimulating, both to dominate and be submissive to the other. To 

do so, one option is to tie your partner up with a rope, belt, tie, or 

use handcuffs to the same end. Be careful to choose a pair that will 

not hurt your partner in lovemaking though. Plush cuffs are less 

likely to leave bruises compared to straight metal ones (so no 

eyebrows will be raised and no questions asked at work the next 

morning.) 

As in most games that fall under BDSM, the use and importance of 

a safe word cannot be stressed enough. It is a basic rule to have 

one in place. For instance, usually the word “red” is used to tell the 

dominant partner when the submissive partner finds the actions 

too intense or otherwise unpleasant. “Orange” or “yellow” can be 

used to let the dominant partner that they are approaching “red”. 
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In addition, for feedback of approval, “green” can also be used 

instead of leaving the fantasy with “yes” or “I like that”. 

Most couples do practice milder forms of bondage. Prone positions 

can be very stimulating to some women, especially if she is tied in 

such a way to help stimulate her erogenous zones. Her 

“helplessness” will force her to surrender herself over to you 

totally, but to get to this point, you must first work on your 

relationship to become a fully trusted partner. When she does 

agree to be restrained, you can “torture” her vulva using your 

tongue. Again, this should be just a game, never use and abuse the 

fact that she is tied up in order to do anything against her will! 

There is also the opposite situation, when you are the one who 

volunteers or prefers to be restrained. If you are willing, she might 

throw you in chains then toss you on the floor, sit on your face and 

order you to lick for your dear life. Even if this is an act you 

fantasize about, no aggressive sitting on your face that might 

suffocate you should ever be performed. 

When it comes to gagging, you should pay attention to a few 

important details. Remember that she will not be able to speak to 

you, but will signal how she feels through her motions, either by 

writhing or struggling. Monitoring her comes first, even before 

pleasuring her as suffocation can be a real danger. Therein, gagging 

in all forms must be entirely avoided if your partner has any 

breathing problems. 
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Before engaging in any kind of BDSM, you both need to agree on a 

special hand sign or signal to which you both would stop the game. 

In gagging, this is a replacement for the normal safe word which 

can be said to immediately cease all activity in case things become 

a little bit too rough and uncomfortable for your partner. 

Originating from Japan and called Kinbaku, a whole special exotic 

science and protocol about Far East bondage also exists. In 

translation this term literally means “the beauty of tight binding”. 

What makes this kind of bondage largely different from western 

forms is that pleasure always comes from the body parts being 

under the pressure of the rope that squeezes the breasts, genitals, 

or other erogenous zones. Whereas Western bondage focuses 

mainly on immobilization and is used as a way to accentuate the 

orgasm that will be stimulated from the other forms of pleasure, 

Kinbaku is a special skill and I advise you to study the matter 

thoroughly before squeezing knots in, onto, and around those 

places that you think she “might” like. 

Kinbaku is not a game, but a potentially dangerous sexual craft 

which should only be left to the knowledgeable! 

When choosing a position into which to tie your lover up, you must 

plan in advance how you will access the more intimate parts of her 

body you plan to “work on”. Perhaps only her hands or legs could 

be bound, or maybe even her wrists and ankles both secured to put 
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her in a spread-eagled position as to take total control over her 

body and over her sexual satisfaction. 

Roleplaying 

I am not thinking of dungeons and dragons here! Sexual roleplaying 

is an intimate game in which one takes on the “role” of someone 

(or, in kinkier cases, even something) else. The object of doing so is 

to have the opportunity to act out any sexual fantasy that one may 

have ever dreamed or fantasized about. These sexual desires that 

stem from them can be softer or more serious, depending on what 

one wants and how far one’s partner is willing to go. 

Some take the act of role playing quite seriously (simply type 

“larper” or “furry” into a Google search to see for yourself) and 

extensively prepare all details before the act itself. Some adapt 

themselves to act out famous movies, stories, or fairytales, creating 

dialogue, setting up some simple but elaborate scenography, and 

making costumes especially for these occasions. To go this far, 

roleplaying could be even considered as one’s own private theatre, 

where sexual fantasies are finally carried out and fulfilled. 

As a way to spice up your sex life, why not try acting out your 

fantasies in the same manner? If you have always wanted to 

figuratively wear someone else’s skin, why not give it a go for one 
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night? You may even enjoy it. If you remember how I stated that we 

must revert to being more like children (consult “The Proper 

Mindset” chapter) to be open to our sexuality, what is more 

characteristic of a child than to “play dress-up” and “pretend”? 

Through roleplaying, you can freely and momentarily change 

yourself into another to help bring out your own sexual 

preferences, such as someone who talks dirty, enjoys spanking, 

wants to make love to a pirate, a policeman, a movie star, a doctor, 

or what have you. 

Roleplaying can be easily mixed with BDSM and frequently is (“This 

naughty boy/girl needs to be spanked!” or, “I am sorry for being 

late with the report, boss, can you think of any way I can keep my 

job?”). Setting up sexual games that have elements of a power 

struggle in them are the most popular, at least in my experience. 

Although not necessarily so, when it comes to cunnilingus, the giver 

is more likely to act out the dominant position of the fantasy than 

the receiver. 

With a view to help tickle your imagination, I would like to review 

some popular roleplaying motifs. My advice is to listen to your own 

imagination and use them as a way to fulfill the fantasies you and 

your partner have always had but have never been able to 

experience. Sometimes, this will mean doing what your partner 

fantasizes, even if you are not so keen, but I am sure she will return 

the favor in more ways than one. 
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To try to gain insight into what sort of archetype they might be 

hiding in their psyche or ideal sex scenarios they might like to 

experiment with, one thing I usually like to ask my partners is what 

their favorite childhood story or fairytale was, or what their favorite 

characters from film, movies, literature, or videogames are. I 

recommend that you ask your partner about the same too and you 

will also see deeper into her personality, as well as possibly gain a 

few ideas about the form of a roleplaying she might like to try a go 

at. Perhaps if she says, “Oh, I love ‘so-and-so’ in that movie!” you 

could surprise her dressed as him when she comes home or over 

one day. 

The most common features of sexual roleplaying include: 

• Uniforms: 

As I have noted many times so far, roleplaying fantasies 

frequently involve the use of costumes and different 

positions of power in everyday roles, as well as the fantastic 

or nearly impossible. It is certainly no problem to find a 

costume; they are available via web sites, the nearest sex 

shop or costume shop, and do not get me started with 

Halloween stores that spring up around the end of summer 

every year only to disappear November 1st. If you think that 

your lover could have a fantasy involving dressing up, just 

come right out and ask her! Some people may be shy, but 

wearing a few costumes here and there during sex is the 
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least kinky, yet hottest thing anyone can do. Imagine being 

able to fulfill your secret wish. No one would even blink at 

the opportunity to make love to their fantasized cop, 

soldier, French-maid, student, professor, stripper, vampire, 

pirate, monster, ninja, superhero, the list goes on and on. 

 

• Doctors and Nurses (Medical Paraphernalia): 

Another usual object fetish lovers bring on into their 

lovemaking is common medical paraphernalia. Maybe your 

lover is craving to be medically “examined” in a deeper 

fashion. If this is the case, buy a white lab coat, some 

medical gloves, a stethoscope, and examine her in detail as 

Dr. Love. To go one step further, purchase a speculum to go 

along with your scrubs. Sterilize it before you touch any 

part of her body and read the manual on how to use it 

correctly. While some women might be turned on by you 

being able to see the inside of their vagina, some might be 

completely closed off to anything of the sort. Be absolutely 

sure of what her opinion is before you try anything to look 

inside the box. 

 

• Gender Role Reversal: 

Why not turn up the kink a notch from mere costumes and 

experiment with the other’s gender? Turn the roles around 

on their head. Be a man if you are a woman. Find a man’s 
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suit, stick on a fake moustache and put on a hat to seduce 

her like a proper “gentleman.” If you are a man, some girls 

find transvestites to be very erotic, since they have the 

gentleness of a woman, but strong male attributes to finish 

her off in a mind-blowing orgasm when her passion takes 

hold. 

As a note of caution, while female–to-male transvestitism is 

considered cute or even acceptable to some extent, I 

recommend not springing dressing up as a woman on your 

partner unless she specifically wants you to, nor do I 

recommend doing it (as for any other sexual act) if you do 

not feel comfortable. Only take on any roleplaying act if it is 

okay for you and for her. The point is to find a fine scenario 

that is suitable (and sexy) for both. 

 

• Age Regression: 

It is quite ordinary to want to behave at times as if we had 

the ability to return back to a previous time in our lives, to 

live what we once might have lived at a younger time, to 

achieve something we had not been able to then, such as to 

return to when we were still a student in high school or 

college, or perhaps when we had just been starting out on 

our own in our youth. It is also therefore natural to want to 

fulfill sexual fantasies that we have had lingering with us 

from our younger lives. Perhaps you and your partner could 
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return back to being “horny teenagers” trying to sneak a 

make-out session on a date. Another option could be one of 

you taking on the role of “teacher” and the other as 

“student”. There are even more extreme forms of this kind 

of play, and it can even lead into infantilism fantasies and 

putting one of the partners into diapers. 

 

• Master and Servant: 

This form of roleplaying is closely connected to BDSM, in 

which one participant must take on the role of the master. 

If you are the one who shall perform oral sex, you can 

choose either role as it will not matter. For instance, if you 

choose to be the authority figure, tie your lover down and 

go to work on her. However, if you are the submissive type, 

hand over all power to her and be her slave so that she may 

command you to lick her as she wants to be licked. This 

kind of roleplaying is ideally to be set in more risqué locales 

or settings, such as a prison, kidnapping, forced slavery, and 

similar such darker but sexy backdrops. 

 

In roleplaying, the possibilities are as endless as the imaginations of 

you and your lover. The sooner you get to pretending, the easier 

your inhibitions will loosen, and the quicker you will be floating on 

cloud nine.  
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Cunnilingus Positions 
epending on your mood and the mood of your partner, 

there are a great number of cunnilingus positions that 

can be used to spice up your sex life. Indeed, the 

combinations and ideas available are countless. True, some are 

more physically demanding, some more comforting, but I am sure 

that you shall find at least a couple of them to be interesting and 

(more importantly) pleasurable. In this chapter, I would like to 

share some of my favorite positions, and a few other popular 

combos. 

Keep in mind when trying these positions that you will eventually 

find some of them more comfortable or enjoyable than others. 

Until then, the best thing to do is simply to change the position 

from time to time to see what you like. In fact, I even challenge you 

to experiment and try out every single one. Do not be shy. Do not 

even bat an eye. And if you think you have invented something 

new, then try it, and share your new experiences with me; I would 

be glad to have some new ideas to try out. 

Changing sex positions is vital because they add a crucial dimension 

of diversity to your sex life. The moment you feel that your sex is 

about to become boring, just do something different from what 

threatens to become your sex routine, like switching positions, and 

start from the beginning. You will rediscover sex all over again. 

D 
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I don’t know about you, but I am sick to death when I hear people 

complaining about the boredom they suddenly find in bed after 

they have got married or start living with their partner. I tell you, it 

is all just because they get lazy; some to the extent that they even 

stop taking care of themselves. A steady and solid relationship is no 

excuse for sexual mediocrity! If your partner is now your one and 

only, it does not mean that you have the right to disappoint her. I 

will not let the readers of my book disappoint, at least, not in bed. 

Another important point within the overall goal of this book is that, 

with a simple adjustment in your sex position, you can make the 

first crucial step to better shape your cunnilingus methods by 

making it more comfortable to yourself and the wishes of your 

partner. Bear in mind, some of these positions are intended for use 

with a partner of strong physical presence and endurance, but 

others are quite easy for even the most regular individual. Even if 

you or your partner are suffering from a disability, there is always a 

way to make it easier and more pleasant to both of you. 

If you apply these methods correctly and adapt them to the needs 

of your partner, they will not only bring her to heights of new 

pleasure and unforgettable moments, but it will assist you in being 

the one taking her to those places as well. 

Do not hesitate to change the position if you or your partner find it 

uncomfortable. Ask her how she feels if you see her fidgeting 
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about. Of course, there are plenty of other positions that can 

pleasure her without bringing about unwanted bruises and spasms. 

Before starting with cunnilingus, it must be made clear that you will 

spend some time in any one position. So it is better to be ready to 

choose one that you can both be in for an extended period of time. 

In fact, be prepared to pretzel yourself a bit all the way to her 

orgasms and beyond, because if you stop at the wrong moment 

when she really has revved up and you ruin her concentration 

because your back or hers hurts, it will be much harder to begin 

everything all over again from the start than to continue on the 

ecstatic plane you have achieved. 
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The Prayer 

(A.K.A. Kneeling) 

 

For this position, place your partner on the bed, lying her down 

onto her back. To make it more comfortable for her, place a pillow 

under her head if she finds it more suiting. Her hips should be as 

near to the edge of the bed as possible and she should spread her 

legs as much as she is capable of doing. Due to the fact that she 

must have adequate space to lie her legs down somewhere to rest, 

do not place her hips too near the edge of the bed, otherwise she 

will be forced to stick out her legs at all times, which can be quite 
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tiring. It is important to find some reasonable middle place because 

you will need to be in the kneeling position, as if you were praying, 

placing your head into her sacred temple for some time. If she 

happens to travel too far up, your neck could begin to hurt as you 

might find yourself getting down to some serious work in a very 

uncomfortable position. 

An advantage of this position is that it can be varied. One or both of 

her legs can be placed onto your back, providing a respite for them 

and a way to help draw you in closer at the same time. Another 

benefit is that this position offers a direct overview of her holy 

palace and a relatively good base for your arms and hands to move 

above and rest when needed. Chances are that you will keep your 

elbows on the edge of the bed for a majority of the time, so be 

prepared to use them to eventually handle her in different ways. 
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The Classic 69 

 

The 69 position is intended to give simultaneous pleasure to both 

partners. I am sure that most of you have some basic impressions 

about this famous position (I mean just look at the number “69”), 

but for those of you who have no idea, I will give you a basic 

description below. 

First, place yourself or your partner on the bed. Thereafter, the 

other should climb on top of the other, in the opposite direction, 

both partners lining up their face/head to the other’s genitalia in 

order to directly and orally access it. Of course, this also implies 

that the partner on top should spread their knees around the head 
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of their partner below. If the woman is on the bottom, she should 

spread her legs too. However, if the man is under, he can lie 

however he wants on his back. 

One of the most important things in 69-ing is that you must decide 

who prefers to take the top position and who prefers the bottom. If 

you find yourselves compatible, this could be your perfect position 

for oral lovemaking. 

If you somehow find it difficult to agree who will be on top, there is 

one modification to this position, when no one is bottom or top, 

but both of you lie on your sides. Sometimes I find it very practical 

to put my head on the inner side of the partner thigh. This can also 

be done with you or your partner standing up and holding the other 

upside down if one is strong enough to do so. 
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Sit on My Face 

(And Tell Me that You Love Me) 

 

I just love this one. I love to be on the top. I love to give it to the 

person under me. 

To carry out this position, first lie down on the bed facing upward 

and ask your partner to kneel wide over you, just above your head, 
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and to place her crotch against your face. You can put a pillow 

beneath your head to make it slightly more comfortable for both of 

you. Make sure to place your hands on her hips to help her keep 

her balance (she will especially need it if it is first time for her). 

Alternately, you can let your arms rest below her and have them 

ready to help out with “other things”. 

One of the best features about this position is that maximum 

stimulus is provided directly to her vulva. Due to the fact that most 

of her body is free in the air (her back and front, even her buttocks 

do not touch the bed), her mind will consciously and unconsciously 

be totally and fully focused on the ecstasy she should be receiving. 

Some of the strongest orgasms that I have both received and given 

have been in this position. You have to be careful and watch her 

hips and yourself, because, if she goes too wild, you must keep 

control and take care not to hurt her, nor let her hurt you. Some 

women become overtaken by their passion so much that they rock 

their hips towards and away from your lips and tongue intensively. 

This could potentially be dangerous for their clitoris and your teeth, 

so use your hands to make their motions less active. It’s OK if that 

will prolong the time she needs to achieve orgasm; safety always 

must come first. 

Do not think that it’s just mere “sitting” for the girl on top, as she’s 

not actually sitting nor is she in a “regular” kneeling posture. This 

position actually requires her to be in the air somewhere in 
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between those two positions. Some women cannot keep their 

pelvis leveled to your mouth for too long. Your helping hands will 

be warmly welcomed here. 
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The Doggy Position 

 

 

This position is also a powerful one for the same reason as the “Sit 

on my face” position described above: a lack of stimuli on other 

parts of the body will automatically move her to focus intensely on 

her intimate parts and she will therefore have more of a chance to 

achieve a powerfully strong orgasm. As opposed to the “Sit on my 

face” position, where she has greater control over her hips, so she 

is able to move in a way that pleases her more, with the “doggy” 

position, she will be more under your control. This means that you 

will be the one who is ultimately responsible for her orgasmic 

enjoyment. 
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To begin, tell her to turn her back to you and kneel on the bed (or 

on the floor) and raise her behind into the air while keeping her 

hands or elbows down. Here you should try to relax and entice her 

by kissing her neck and back first, gaining her confidence step by 

step. Do not go too fast, trust is here matter of greatest value, as in 

all sexual experiences. Let her enjoy herself while you kiss her, your 

face becoming nearer to her crotch with every movement. You will 

know when she is ready. When she is, dive into her wet crevasse 

with your lips first and your tongue second. 

It is worth mentioning that in this, like in any other positions in 

which the vagina is at a higher level than the hips, some air might 

enter the vagina. When the muscles contract, though, it will burst 

out making a distinctive quiffy sound that might cause some to be 

ashamed (although it is nothing to be embarrassed by). 

Another thing to consider, which can be a huge turn off for some, is 

the fact that your nose might be touching or just be extremely close 

to her anus in this position. If you both don’t mind, it’s no problem. 

However, if it is a no-go for either one of you, do not be pushy. 

Rather, talk it out and see what will work for both of you. 
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The Superman 

 

Because it offers a great deal of comfort to both participants, this 

position might be the right choice for you if you (or your partner) 

happen to be tired or just a little bit lazy. Additionally, another plus 

is that you may also find it enjoyable due to its hedonistic 

tendencies. 

Tell your partner to lie down onto her back first. As is the rule, she 

can put a pillow beneath her head to make it more comfortable for 

herself. Gently spread her legs and lay down on the bed facing her 

crotch. This position will provide greater freedom for your hands 

too, so you will be able to help the work of your tongue using them. 
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Essentially, this position has only one partner giving and the other 

receiving, which makes it useful for manual play for both partners. 

She can manually stimulate her clitoris while you kiss and lick other 

parts of her vulva or even penetrate her vagina with your tongue. 

The giver can also masturbate while orally stimulating her, spicing 

up both activities. 

Of course, there is also the fantastic option (favored by many!) of 

orally stimulating her clitoris while penetrating her vagina with your 

fingers. Depending on how willing she is, it can be anywhere from a 

pinky to a whole fist. No matter the number, be sure first that she is 

relaxed, well lubricated, and into it. 
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The Mistress 
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Let your lady be your guide; in this position she should be standing 

and in charge. She can be leaning against the wall, supporting her 

back or near the bed with one leg lifted onto it. You, however, will 

be kneeling underneath her. This position is made to afford you 

with a greater freedom for your hands to show off your 

workmanship. Do not disappoint! She will feel like she is in control 

and demand more of you. 

If it is not a physical problem for you to be resting in a squat 

position for a prolonged period of time, this position works 

wonders when both of you are ready to go, but your surroundings 

are not exactly what could be described as “adequate”. This may 

particularly be true for risky business when you are out and about. 

You may find yourselves in a public restroom or a secluded place in 

someone’s house while a party is going on, perhaps even an 

elevator or joining the mile-high club. If you are planning to do so, 

dress appropriately: summer dresses and skirts surely do help in 

these “quick lick” occasions. 

As the cunnilingus giver, you can expect her to grab the back of 

your head or ears in order to guide you to where she wants to be 

licked best. She may also use her hands to fix you in place and rock 

her hips and pelvis so her clitoris rubs against your mouth just as 

she pleases. Although you are the active partner in this position, 

she will take the lead on her way to her orgasm. 
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The Spread-eagle 

(A.K.A., the Gyno) 

 

 
 
Women usually freak out if you mention the gynecologist, so I 

advise you not do so. (If you had a speculum shoved up a part of 

your body to look at the entrance to one of your organs, you would 

not think favorably of anything to do with it either.) 
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I have named this position “the Gyno”, because it is basically 

reminiscent of the position all women must take at the gynecologist 

(otherwise know to all as “spread-eagled”). 

To carry out cunnilingus in this position, first lie your partner down 

onto her back, but here do it in a large armchair instead of a bed. 

Her back should be on the chair and her hips raised by a pillow. 

Make sure the chair has prominent armrests which jut out since she 

will rest her legs on these while you “examine” her. This position 

will afford you more comfort, a perfect view of her vagina, and 

complete freedom to move your hands about. In this position, you 

will be able to perform an orgasmic miracle (with your mouth 

externally and your fingers internally) on her. 
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The Acrobat 

(Hanging on for an Orgasmic Ride) 
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For a “front to backpack”, reverse and upside-down piggy-back 

ride, the partner giving cunnilingus must have strong arms, a strong 

back, and a good strong grip. 

A good way to start off this position is to kneel down onto the floor 

while your partner is sitting in a chair or in a higher position on a 

bed. Put the legs of your partner onto your shoulders while she is 

facing you. Hug her over her hips, and have her legs locked around 

your neck. She can also use her arms and upper body strength to 

clench around your waist to help her get a better grip onto you. 

When you are sure that you have her tightly locked in, you can start 

to stand up. The wise thing to do is to lift with your knees and not 

your back in order to ensure stability. If done correctly, she should 

have her legs wrapped around your neck and her vulva should be 

right up to your face as her buttocks rest on your chest. 

Attempt this position only if you are 100% sure that you are able to 

hold onto your partner. (You do not want to break her neck!) 

One more thing to watch out for is strain, as this position demands 

large amount of physical endurance and capability. 

You can put the Acrobat in the schedule when you get bored with 

other ones; remember, it is important to vary positions, so do not 

forget to do so every so often. 

In this upside-down position, “queefing” is something that is more 

expected than not to happen. As mentioned in “The Doggy 
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Position”, any positions that place the vagina higher than the hips 

might result in some air being sucked and trapped into the vagina. 

This air will burst out later, when the abdominal muscles contract. 

It is worth repeating here that that distinctive quiffy sound causes 

some women to be ashamed, so if you suspect or know that your 

partner might be embarrassed by it, find some other position you 

will both enjoy cunnilingus in.  
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Cunnilingus Techniques 
hatever technique you opt for, it is vital that you stay 

connected with your partner at all times. Her arousal 

should also be your source of arousal. If you connect with 

her in this way, it is certain that your sexual exhilaration will reach 

higher peaks as well. In all sex, not just cunnilingus, you need to be 

there for her with your whole body and mind. Do so and she will 

respond with orgasms that you have never seen before. 

 

W 
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Beating around the Bush 

 

Going straight to cunnilingus on a sultry rendezvous is not exactly 

the smartest thing you can do to impress a girl. In fact, being too 

hasty is the most surefire way to shoot your sex-life in the foot. 
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Have no worries though! There is a remedy you can use if you are 

prone to jumping the gun. 

The “Beating around the bush” method is one that you should 

apply when you need to slow things down. Instead of rushing right 

to the clitoris and carpet-munching higgledy-piggledy, you need to 

pay attention to what is occurring in those areas surrounding the 

vulva first. You can choose to go from two directions: from her 

head, moving downward to the genitals, or in reverse, by 

approaching them from her feet. 

Let’s begin by moving upwards from the feet. Start slowly by taking 

your hands and touching her legs below knees, slowly proceeding 

towards to her genitals, but without actually touching them. At the 

knees you can choose to let your mouth to take over from your 

hands, as she will be much more sensitive if you touch her simply 

with your lips and your tongue. Start by placing your lips on the 

inner side of her thigh, slightly above the knee and kiss her there. 

Slowly but steadily move your wet lips or tongue in a semi-line to 

her groin. It is imperative here to not rush, even if you will want to 

get straight into sex since these actions – if done properly – will 

surely turn her on. 

Here is the right moment to prolong her desire and awaken the 

beast inside by changing your direction and moving on with your 

tongue onto her lower pelvic region into line with her hips. Make a 

circular movement and move onto the other hip by way of her 
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lower abdomen to her hip area on the other side. For flavor, repeat 

the same sweeping motion but in a different direction. When you 

move down closer to the area of the vulva itself, lick the inner side 

of her buttocks in slow but overreaching circular movements, 

slowly concentrating more and more on her groin area (think of 

imitating a directionless whirlpool or tornado “of love”. Lick this 

area by gently increasing the pressure of your tongue. Make sure 

not to overdo it. 

Let’s see how it goes when taking the approach of moving from her 

head downwards: 

Brush her hair with your fingers, while whispering compliments and 

sweet little nothings into her ear. While doing so, nibble at it and 

brush your lips against her earlobe. Some women even are turned 

on by a tongue lick there. Try a little and see how she reacts before 

attempting even more. If she gets goose-bumps, moves closer to 

you or gives out a few sighs, these are all indications that she 

approves willingly. If she’s not into it, move to her neck and her 

mouth. (Note that there are some women who pay special 

attention and a lot of money to their hair, who strongly oppose 

their hair being touched. If this is the case, do not even try to come 

close to her hairdo. The effect might be quite the opposite of what 

you are trying to achieve.) 

Move your kisses and licks downward, but don’t take your mouth 

away from her body. Caress her shoulders, her cleavage, and then 
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move onto the rest of her breasts. Finally, when she has been 

enticed, continue onward to her nipples. But do not stop for too 

long there, as that is exactly what she is used to and what she 

expects. Instead, keep moving down, tracing a path over her 

stomach to the sides of her abdomen and back towards the belly 

button. Again, she expects your tongue around her navel area. So, 

either skip it entirely or kiss it, but only applying light pecks. Your 

next target is closer to home. Now it’s time to start addressing her 

happy trail (if it would be there or still is). Follow it down, 

alternating kisses and gentle licks should be made for now. 

However, ignore her genitals as you try to build up the momentum 

before finally heading there. 

Now, onto the coup de grace! Move sequentially from this area to 

the pubic area itself, repeating the same circular movements. This 

is the place that will be your main playground. You can move onto 

the outer lips of the vagina; kiss them, flick them with your tongue, 

lick them, nibble them. Increase pressure and maintain rhythm with 

time as she will become more and more aroused. The idea of 

“beating around the bush” is to make her reach orgasm without 

touching the clitoris or labia. Even if an orgasm does not prove 

possible at this stage, it is the perfect form of foreplay for other 

forms of cunnilingus and sex. 
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French Kissing 

 

Every teenage boy or girl is familiar with this method of kissing, so it 

should come as no surprise to hear that this technique is the same 

principle, but applied to the vulva. 
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Instead of thinking about directions, movements, and techniques, 

simply imagine how it would be to French kiss a vulva instead of a 

mouth. It is very simple and very efficient. 

To proceed, loosen your jaw and soften your tongue. Do not point 

it out like a spear at this time - you are not killing a beast here; 

instead, simply jut it outward in a flat motion. Put your wet lips 

(always remember that everything that will come into contact with 

the vulva MUST BE wet when engaging in oral sex) onto her labia 

majora and softly circle with your tongue over them. 

To make the practice easier, do exactly what you would do on your 

first French kiss with a new partner. (I here assume that you are 

gentler and shyer kisser on your first dates, as most are. If you are 

not and if you ask yourselves why it is not going anywhere for you, 

maybe you should rethink how aggressively you kiss). 

Do not think too much about the area you kiss; rather, keep on 

moving with your tongue unselfishly and passionately as you would 

in longer sessions of French kissing. Pace yourself with her arousal, 

change the rhythm or the area covered if you see that she is more 

aroused while you are kissing one area than another. Eventually, 

she will start to gyrate her hips along with you, as she moves closer 

and closer towards the orgasm, becoming an active kisser in the 

process. 
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This technique gives you the chance to explore the vulva with your 

whole mouth and taste the soft pink skin as it becomes engorged 

with juices. French kissing the vulva has some extra sensuality and 

passion over the other cunnilingus techniques because it resembles 

the intimacy of a French kiss. 

This technique is definitely not something that you can do 

mechanically, but have to try to feel for as you go along.  
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The Woodpecker 

 

One of the most sensitive areas on the vulva is the vaginal opening. 

It is most sensitive just a little outside and inside the entry. As long 

as you have a tongue long enough to reach these small and directly 

accessible areas, size does not matter here. However, keep in mind 
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that these areas should not be touched until you are 100% sure 

that she is aroused, as it could be very uncomfortable and 

unpleasant if you strike a more sensitive area straightaway. 

This technique is simple. First, engage in foreplay and wait until she 

has become totally aroused. Then, when the time comes, head to 

the vaginal opening. Stick out your tongue as straight and as hard 

as possible and begin to penetrate it inside and out. It does not 

have to be deep to be effective, as the opening is where all the 

nerve endings are located. Make motions like a woodpecker 

banging away and, continue to penetrate her rhythmically. This 

action is the same as if you were penetrating her but on a much 

smaller scale. 

As she becomes more aroused, introduce circular movements into 

your tongue-work. This will widen the sensation already present on 

the entry of her vagina. If applied at the moment of maximum 

arousal, it will drive her crazy and push her towards orgasm. 
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Adding Suction 

 

The most important thing that you have to remember when playing 

with the clitoris is to be very gentle. If you decide to add some 

suction to the mix, do not attempt to do so at the very beginning. It 
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should have been made obvious by now that the nerves in the 

genitals are sensitive by their nature and, if you resort to them at 

the start, they will soon go numb and have no effect later on in sex. 

Women can respond very strongly to suction on their clitoris and 

vulva, but make sure that she is well aroused before you do so. 

Even when she is, be gentle and do not overdo it unless you like the 

idea of ending the sexual experience altogether. 

Suction is best done with the lips, mouth, and tongue acting in 

unison. Certainly, it can be done with the lips and mouth only, as 

these are enough to provide the sucking action, but adding the 

tongue provides that extra special something at the right moment. 

When you decide to start performing cunnilingual suction, wet your 

lips and place them on her upper vulva region where the clitoris is 

located. Then start to very gradually and gently suck in and on the 

wider area around it. In some manner, this is like giving her a 

clitoral blow job. It is extremely important to carry out this action 

with a similar penetration rhythm that you would follow if you were 

having sex. If you can maintain such a pace you will do wonders 

because a woman’s body is genetically predetermined to react to 

the natural movement pattern and tempo of sexual intercourse. 

(On a tangent, women are not the only ones prone to this specific 

rhythm. We all are, due to the fact that we’ve been exposed to it in 

our mother’s womb by her blood flow. This is the same pace used 
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instinctively when rocking an upset baby to calm it. The tempo is 

generally the human heart rate: 60-100 per minute.) 

As long as we are on the topic, one of the main reasons why some 

individuals have no success in oral sex is that they either forget or 

are unfamiliar with the importance of maintaining a natural rhythm 

while engaging in the activity. If you try to emulate the natural 

rhythm of penile penetration while giving cunnilingus, then your 

partner will be closer to reaching an orgasm. 
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The Tube 

 

This one might be hard for some of you because it depends greatly 

on a genetic variation in the anatomy of your tongue. Did you ever 

play that game as a child where you formed a tube with your 

tongue? Chances are that all of you have, but only approximately 

90% were capable of doing so. In case you have not been able to 
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tell yet, forming this tube is the cornerstone of carrying out this 

technique. 

If you are blessed with a tongue that can roll, follow these simple 

steps: stick out your tongue, form your lips into a circle, roll your 

tongue, and let your lips squeeze both sides of your tongue up. 

Then, tighten your mouth slightly to lift your tongue while 

compressing it. 

This formation can be very useful. You may not know or would like 

to, but, every woman’s clitoris is actually an undeveloped penis, 

having the same amount of nerves. We – I mean men and women - 

are more similar than you could ever imagine. Making your tongue 

into this “mini-tube”, makes it a perfect “vagina” for your woman’s 

“mini-penis” of her clitoris. When she has reached the peak of 

arousal, move it rhythmically in a straight forward-backward 

manner, much like a woodpecker. Make sure to keep pace with her 

tempo. If you maintain this technique, she will be surely ready for 

faster and faster action, which should be matched by you, either by 

this technique, or by some of the other ideas in this manual. It is all 

up to you, as long as it gets her boat floating. 
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The Alphabet 

 

This technique is a common reliable fallback for beginners and 

logophiles alike. In cunnilingus terms, “the alphabet” is the art of 
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writing out words or nonsense over the vulva. Its reliability stems 

from what makes successful cunnilingus; namely, keep the pace, 

change the trace, lick, change, randomize, repeat! 

Here is how it is done: first, stick out your tongue into an elongated 

yet soft point. After she is already aroused and wet, without adding 

undue pressure, start writing out the alphabet in order all across 

her vulva. It does not have to be the alphabet per se, rather any 

random word. Give preference to covering the area of the clitoris, 

but do not exclusively pay attention to this area alone. Remember, 

the vulva is sensual as a whole organ; one part need not be 

sacrificed to the others to make your woman cum. Write over the 

non-clitoris areas at certain moments, making intermittent pauses 

just to add some variation, then return to the clitoris. This 

randomization and all-encompassing licking is what makes the 

whole action work. If done properly, you will find her hips 

uncontrollably move; be ready to watch out for her vulva as she 

convulses. You do not want to be hit in the face nor fall out of 

tempo while spelling “R-E-S-P-E-C-T, F-I-N-D O-U-T W-H-A-T I-T M-E-

A-N-S T-O M-E”. 

What I always like to say, a good point to keep in mind is to pay 

attention to the rhythm. Remember, whatever you do in sex, no 

matter what kind of uncommon action it could be, if it has that 

rhythm, it has better chance to bring on an orgasm than not. 
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The In-between 

 

Perception is everything, or so some philosophers say. The same 

observation could be applied to sex. Why is our only thought to 

look at a vagina vertically when you can switch your attention 

horizontally in your wish to better please her? There is no one 

direction that you need to go when pleasing your partner. Keep this 

in mind while performing this move. 
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When she is ready (by now you should be well aware of what this 

means), squeeze her labia majora lips together with your fingers as 

gently as possible and place your tongue at the end of the line that 

lies between. Then, continuing to be gentle, move your tongue up 

and down rhythmically. First lick only the surface area, with every 

pass you make, proceed to advance slightly deeper and deeper. As 

you proceed, release the light squeeze, matching the increasing 

depth, eventually forgoing the grasp and entering outer areas with 

your whole tongue. Remember to stay in the rhythm from start to 

finish and to be very gentle to her vulva. Keep in mind that as much 

you would like to make love with her, you also want to make love 

to her using your tongue with all the sensibility and grace that you 

are capable of showing. 
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The Pinocchio 

 

Using all the tools at one’s disposal is one of the wisest things 

anyone can do. Have you ever considered using the top of your 

nose while being down there? 
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When you penetrate your lover with your tongue, try at the same 

time tickling up against her clitoris with your nose. Make sure, 

though, to leave this a little more to the end, as a surprise. Maintain 

a nice tempo and poke your nose against her clitoris gently and 

passionately, asserting the right amount pressure. Be careful for it 

not to be too much and not too far away. Then, insert your tongue 

in her vagina and take it back out rhythmically. When you become 

too fatigued with licking, be there with your nose while you are 

giving your tongue a well-worked rest. This technique is very 

advantageous in these kinds of tongue-run-ragged situations when 

you just can’t seem to lick it anymore. 
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Tongues? We Don’t Need No 

Tongues! 

 

As any baby stuffing something into its mouth or teenage lovers 

making out in the back seat of a jalopy will show you, the lips are 
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the gentlest and most sensitive part of the mouth. Since the vulva 

likes to be touched by the most tender caresses possible, they are 

perfect instruments to entice it. 

Now, before commencing with any touching, make sure that your 

lips are nicely wet and soft. It is very important to have soft lips for 

cunnilingus. I would recommend using some kind of lip balm for 

everyday use in general, but it comes in very handy here. If you are 

gunning to get down there, take care of your lips and think about it 

in advance. 

I like to perform cunnilingus without resorting to using my tongue 

because it always lends passion to that already special moment. 

One might even define that the tongue is for porn and the lips are 

for passion. When her vulva is softly kissed by your lips, it will be 

unique and she will feel special. 

To perform this technique, kiss her as you would “French kiss” her, 

but abstain from using your tongue. Do it there as if you would 

make love to her with just your lips, and make sure to keep them 

wet while doing so. 

You want to leave the impression that you are a Casanova here, so 

act that way. The tongue is a strong muscle and most use it in oral 

sex to strike against the clitoris as hardly as they can, thinking it is 

what girls like (mostly because they have seen that in porn), but 

what they get is women running madly from their bed, hurrying 
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safely back home, away from their “clitoris puncher”. Do not ever 

use to much force with the clitoris; stay very gentle. 

Doing it with your lips is a perfect way of entering in a woman’s 

zone of pleasure for the first time, since there is little likelihood you 

will make a mistake or do something wrong in comparison with the 

other techniques. For this reason, I recommend the tongue-less 

technique to everyone, beginners and experienced alike, because it 

provides sure-fire pleasure without too much thought or effort. 
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Lipless 

(For Experts Only) 
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One of the biggest mistakes for beginners is to rush right to the 

clitoris with full force, tongues and fingers blazing. With no 

understatement, this is one of the worst decisions that one can 

make in the oral satisfaction of their partner. As already noted, the 

tongue is one of the strongest muscles in the human’s body, so it is 

definitely not the smartest decision to rush to the most sensitive 

area of a female body with it. (You do not use a jackhammer as a 

stud-finder when putting up pictures, do you?) 

Whatever you do with the tongue in any sensitive area on her body, 

like clitoris, nipples, lips and so on, it has to be very gentle. 

For the lipless technique, stick out your tongue and gently start to 

move the tip of it around the vulva area – that is, everywhere 

except the clitoris. Wait to move onto there when she becomes 

more aroused. Keep in mind that the pressure exerted must be like 

that of a feather. 

To help you maintain your licking endurance and tempo, imagine as 

if you are tickling her with your tongue, and try to replicate this 

same amount of exertion. For this technique, avoid your lips 

touching the labia. The essence of this technique is to limit all 

touches exclusively to the top of your tongue and not use any other 

body part at your disposal. 

With enough style and persistence, she will be driven into a sexual 

frenzy by this technique, right to the highest levels of sexual 
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ecstasy. As her arousal progresses, start to move your tongue closer 

to the clitoris itself in order to play around, and all over her clitoral 

area in a style which has been described so far. When knowledge is 

on your side, you are ready to become the orgasm master!  
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The Ice Cube 

he main goal of this book is to make you happy by making 

your lover happy. One of the ways to do so is by making 

your sexual life less mundane, or, better said, more 

interesting. To add some unexpected joy, surprise your lover with 

the aid of a common, everyday object; this technique here utilizes 

ice as one technique to titillate her. 

Before even attempting anything with ice and the genitals, please 

keep in mind that the genitals are very sensitive to cold. Use ice as a 

sexual aid only if you are sure that your lover is not prone to genital 

problems caused by such exposure. 

Instead of simply pulling out an ice cube suddenly with no 

explanation, to make it look more natural you can start by serving 

drinks (alcoholic or non-alcoholic, depending on your tastes). You 

can nonchalantly start to undress her and finish your drink, taking a 

single ice cube out with your fingers while gazing at her 

mysteriously. This is also useful as you do not want the ice to be dry 

and straight out of the freezer, but rather wet and partially melted, 

just as she should be. Then, start by softly kissing her while sliding 

or moving the ice cube gently against her hot lips and tongue, then 

slowly move it downward along her neck, breasts, nipples, and so 

forth. 

T 
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One important rule with ice is that you must remember it can burn, 

despite being cold. That said, treat playing with ice as if you are 

playing with fire. If ice is kept in the same place on the skin for 

longer than but a moment, it will actually provoke freezer burn 

(frostbite). The skin will become red and it will feel the same as if it 

were burnt by a flame. Be careful! Whatever you attempt, make 

sure to do it with big pauses when the ice is removed from the skin 

and take care not to keep the ice for too long in one or the same 

place. Instead, slide it around only by the smallest tip of the cube, 

rotating it as it slightly melts. If you chose to place it in one place, 

make sure to remove it quickly, like stamping or lightly pushing a 

button. Make all actions easy and fast. Feel free to glide it elegantly 

all over the body. Whatever you do, remember to make pauses 

with the ice cube away from the body, to let the skin rest from the 

cold and pleasurable shock. 

Eventually the ice cube will certainly have reduced in size and will 

have partially melted down enough to start placing it very, very 

gently onto the vulva area. Follow the same rules above and the 

movement techniques that have been discussed thus far. When the 

ice cube has almost totally melted down and is but a sliver of its 

former self, you can even insert it inside her vagina if it turns her 

on. Wherever the ice cube has left its mark, lick it up. Or use your 

fingers to sensually move and rub it into her skin. 
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After-play 
ever, ever get up and leave your partner after she has 

reached orgasm. Never! Do not even let it cross your 

mind. It could spoil the best sex she has ever had in her 

lifetime and, even worse, totally ruin your chances with her to have 

a go again. 

It goes without saying that you should also not jump out of bed and 

run into the bathroom to wash (her) off. And, do not turn your back 

on her and fall asleep. Take some time first to cuddle and enjoy the 

moment. If you feel like taking a shower, ask her to do so together. 

In our always online and social-network posting age, you may also 

feel the need to tweet or update your status, or at least check what 

others are posting. If you are such a person, give it a rest. Do not 

make phone calls or text messages. Do not turn on the television. If 

she does any of these things, perhaps it is a sign of something 

worse. After sex, she should be cuddled in your arms and 

breathless, while your focus should be on who you have in your 

sweet embrace. 

The time after sex should be used to show her how great she was, 

but it is not the time to discuss the issue. Therefore, do not ask her 

any such sort of nonsense immediately after having sex. Do not 

jump into talking about it unless she is the one to bring it up. If it 

needs to be talked about, let her go first. 

N 
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It has been said that the person who understands the importance 

of foreplay understands sex, and the person who understands the 

importance of after-play understands love. Keep this in mind and it 

will not be a one-time-encounter.  
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Problems 

Vaginal Dryness 

dry vagina does not necessarily mean that a woman is 

not in the mood for sex. Vaginal dryness can be caused 

by hormonal imbalance, usually during pregnancy or 

after menopause. It is also very important to underline the fact that 

vaginal dryness can occur whenever a woman’s estrogen level 

decreases. Estrogen fluctuations are quite normal throughout the 

menstrual cycle, meaning that vaginal dryness is a normal condition 

for several days out of the month and is not a sign of sexual 

disinterest. 

Most commonly, vaginal dryness occurs during pregnancy, after 

childbirth (especially when breastfeeding), in emotionally stressful 

periods, when using some contraceptives, while going through and 

post menopause, while taking antidepressants, in those suffering 

from Sjogren’s syndrome (an autoimmune disease), after the 

surgical removal of ovaries, during chemo- or radiotherapy, as a 

part of the normal menstrual cycle, and so on. 

To better understand this problem, let’s walk through some of 

these in more detail. 

A 
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During and after pregnancy, and all the way through breastfeeding, 

a low level of estrogen is natural way of contraception, preventing 

her from becoming pregnant, either because she already is or it is 

too soon for her body to be pregnant again. This is all fine and 

natural, but what is not so nice is an unwillingly dry vagina when a 

woman wants to have some fun in bed. If this is a problem, here is 

what to do to help ease this uncomfortable predicament. First of 

all, stay hydrated. (This will be beneficial for your health and life in 

general, not just behind the closed doors of your bedroom.) 

Second, use lubricants that are water based that contain no 

hormones. These kinds of lubricants (such as KY Jelly™) can be 

easily bought without a prescription. Vaginal lubricants will not only 

supply the needed moisture, but they will also help to reduce 

friction during sexual intercourse itself. 

During periods of stress or during the few uncomfortable days of 

the menstrual cycle’s normal progression when a woman may 

experience vaginal dryness, there are some actions that any woman 

can take to help slide herself along. As stated above, make sure to 

drink enough water. It is also important to follow a hormone-

balancing eating regime (such as consuming soy, peaches, broccoli, 

or other foods that are good sources of phytoestrogens), take 

multivitamins and mineral supplements, and, of course, use 

lubricant gels. 
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 After menopause, in addition to urinary symptoms and discomfort 

during sexual intercourse, vaginal dryness is one of the symptoms 

of atrophic vaginitis. What happens is that the ovaries slow down 

estrogen production, and the lack of this hormone provokes an 

atrophy (thinning) of vaginal tissue, which decreases the number of 

mucus producing cells. Consequently, the vagina loses its elasticity 

and moisture. Treatment of vaginal dryness after menopause 

includes lubricant gels, and also may include estrogen cream or HRT 

(hormone replacement therapy). 

Under no circumstances must a vagina remain dry during sex. If 

vaginal dryness is causing a significant problem, I recommend 

seeing a doctor to further address the issue.  
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Vaginal Flatulence 

aginal flatulence (queefing, varting, vagina farts) is the 

expulsion or emission of air trapped inside the vagina. It 

may occur during or after sexual intercourse or exercises 

when air is forced into the vagina while the vaginal wall muscles are 

dilated. This same air exits the vagina upon contraction of the 

vaginal wall muscles, which may be due to laughing, coughing, or 

contracting abdominal muscles in a change of the body’s position. 

The sound it makes is a bit like or very similar to anal flatulence; 

however, since vaginal flatulence is the same air from the exact 

same atmosphere you and I breathe, it should have no odiferous 

smell. 

Vaginal flatulence is a normal occurrence during sexual intercourse 

when such stretching is apt to happen, but girls are usually very 

embarrassed if it does. Whatever you do, do not make fun of her. 

Do not even think of it. If you are lucky enough to have a partner 

with a good sense of humor, you may be able to make fun of it, but 

NEVER of her. Regardless, under no circumstances should you make 

faces or grimace! You can smile, say something like, “It happens,” 

“Looks like you’re having fun,” or, “Are you trying to say you like 

me?” and keep on with what you were doing. Much like other un-

pleasantries, it is best to ignore it. 

V 
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Sometimes, however, vaginal flatulence can be a sign of a very 

serious condition, such as colovaginal or rectovaginal fistula. A 

fistula is a connection between two cavities or two vessels, which 

are not connected normally. A colovaginal fistula is a connection 

between the colon and the vagina. A rectovaginal fistula is a 

connection between the rectum and the vagina. This condition can 

be the result of surgery, repairing any possible tears after 

childbirth, diseases such as Crohn’s disease, and other causes. You 

can easily make a distinction by the smell. If it stinks or is otherwise 

malodorous, call your doctor and make an appointment as it may 

be signs of a larger health problem. 

There are some techniques that can help prevent vaginal 

flatulence: 

First of all, strengthening the muscles of the pelvic floor can be 

done by actively practicing Kegel exercises, which will also build up 

the vaginal wall muscles. When these muscles grow in strength, 

they will prevent less air from entering the vagina during sex. 

Kegel exercises are contractions and relaxations of the muscles of 

the pelvic floor. To get a better idea of what these are, my yoga 

friend has a great way of explaining to beginners how to become 

aware of their pelvic floor muscles, even if they are guys. He asks 

them to imagine they are at an important business meeting. 

Suddenly, they have to let out large stinker, but they dare not. 

Faced with holding it in as long as possible, they clench it in and grit 
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their teeth. Those muscles that clasp the pelvic floor are the same 

ones that hold in your flatulence. 

To perform a basic exercise of these muscles (called the 

pubococcygeus (PC) muscle), squeeze and constrict them for a few 

seconds, then let go. Should this prove difficult, act as if you are 

momentarily stopping yourself from urinating. A proper Kegel 

workout should involve repeating this specific muscle exercise 25 

times in a row, several times per day. Another option is to make 10 

short contractions and then one prolonged one for as long as you 

are able to hold it. Repeat this regime in two or three cycles several 

times every day. 

Kegel exercises will help strengthen the pelvic muscles, which will 

help squeeze the vagina during intercourse and make the sensation 

tighter during penetration. Finally, not only will Kegeling assist in 

preventing or at least minimizing vaginal flatulence, but it will also 

help a woman achieve stronger orgasms and prevent incontinence 

later in life. 

Positions that are prone to causing vaginal flatulence (usually head-

down, pelvis-up positions in which the vagina is most open) should 

be avoided if there is any anxiety about accidental queefing. If you 

do not want to skip them, then your partner should squeeze her 

pelvic muscles while having sex in these same positions. Doing so 

will push her internal organs against the pelvic floor and minimize 

the space for air to enter. 
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For some potential practical jokers out there, who might get the 

idea to do a literal “blow job”: air should never be blown into the 

vagina during cunnilingus. It could even possibly cause an air 

embolism (covered in more detail later), especially if she is 

pregnant. Besides, a woman is not a blow-up doll!  
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Fake Orgasms 

es, faking orgasms is a problem for both you and the girl 

who is faking it. It should be treated as such and solved. 

Faking orgasms when not actually experiencing one 

involves much acting, heavy breathing, screaming, and perhaps 

some voluntary Kegel demonstrations. (I may have stated in this 

book that Kegel exercises are great for strengthening pelvic 

muscles, but not for faking it!) 

It may be slightly natural that the females of some animal species 

make noises during sex to ensure that their male ejaculates. 

Surveys have repeatedly shown that up to 50% of women and 48% 

of men have faked an orgasm at least once (for men, presumably 

with mayonnaise?). With this data, we must ask ourselves a very 

important question: WHY? The usually stated reasons in these 

same surveys include: “to please a partner”, “to finish/get it over 

with”, “not to hurt the partner’s feelings”, “fatigue”, “unsatisfying 

sex”, “boredom”, and “not in the mood”. Whatever the reason, let 

me tell you that it is merely an excuse. “What’s the problem?” you 

may retort? “She has some kind of problem having an orgasm, so 

she fakes one. Big deal! That should make everyone happy?” Well, 

it will not I warn you! You may not be aware of the problem, so the 

situation may happen again: she will be left unsatisfied and not 

looking forward whatsoever to the next time. Regardless, 

Y 
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everything connected to your sexual relationship is a lie in this act. I 

do not know about you, but sexual dissatisfaction is not my cup of 

tea and it should be not yours either. Plus, there might be an 

undiscovered underlying issue, either physically or psychologically, 

that needs to be unearthed to be resolved. 

There is no rule that everyone having sex is guaranteed to achieve 

an orgasm; sometimes they just do not or cannot happen no matter 

how hard one may try. It is perfectly normal, in fact, if one is under 

pressure, stressed out, with a new partner, or if one feels unsafe. 

What is certainly not normal is when someone, man or woman, 

must fake an orgasm. Some serious problems can stand behind this 

deceitful act. 

A woman may have to resort to faking an orgasm due to 

anorgasmia; i.e., the condition of being unable to orgasm. The 

causes of anorgasmia could stem from stress, depression, anxiety, a 

previous traumatic experience (or experiences), fear of pregnancy, 

undesirability, the setting, drug abuse, neurological issues, general 

exhaustion, and so on (this disorder and other associated problems 

are covered in more detail in the next chapter). 

If it is not a medical issue, another reason might be more direct but 

simpler to understand: the sex may not be sufficiently satisfying for 

her to reach orgasm. For instance, are you doing something she has 

shown displeasure with before? Have you shown her little affection 

before, during or after sex? Are you trying to initiate sex when she 
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is tired? Are you in the dark about what she likes to be done to her? 

If you have answered yes to even one of these questions, you need 

to rectify the situation and begin talking to her. An honest and 

communicative relationship is the only way to sexually please one 

another as how else would you find out about each other’s desires, 

pleasures, and turn-ons? Mind you, no matter how deep you feel 

that your connection with your partner is, it can always be better. 

In addition, our communication with others, whether it be in or out 

of the bedroom, can always be improved upon. 

If you think she is faking her orgasms, the first step you need is not 

to argue or confront her angrily. Instead, approach her calmly and 

have a conversation about how you can become a better lover to 

her. Ask her kindly what she would like to do that night, learn from 

the experience, and talk to her afterwards. Try to improve even 

more every time. Sooner or later, it will be impossible to even act 

like you are not having an orgasm because it will come naturally. 
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Seemingly 

Insurmountable Problems 

and What to Do about 

Them 

How to Deal with a Woman who 

Cannot Achieve an Orgasm 

here is a condition called anorgasmia, which is a fancier 

medical term for being unable to reach an orgasm during 

sex despite adequate stimulation. Some women, though 

not all, who suffer from this disorder are able to climax during 

masturbation, but never during sexual intercourse. In other cases, 

women can be aroused to a certain point, but never go beyond it. 

A woman’s mental state might reflect anorgasmia. While it may not 

be an issue for some, it’s a source of discontentment for others that 

leaves them feeling isolated and deprived which can also lead to 

depression. It is no surprise that it causes tension in relationships as 

well. 

t 
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If your partner suffers from this problem and you would like to try 

to be the one to help her enter the throes of ecstasy in your 

presence, a number of steps need to be taken. 

First and foremost, your relationship needs to already be a trusting 

and a caring one. Sincere and open communication must be 

established as the foundation to build your partnership on. You 

should act as her helping hand - always be there to support her 

physically. You should be a shoulder to cry on – always there for 

emotional support. 

If you can help her release the tension and the stress she has 

accumulated in her, eventually she will let it go. You should talk and 

be open – but this means you need to listen. Once you open 

yourselves, her heart will also open which will make it easier for her 

to open herself sexually to you. 

For the sex itself, she needs to be in a relaxed but aroused state. 

Both of these are the conditions that are essential for starting an 

effective sexual game with her. She needs to be a similar, 

comfortable state that she would feel if she were to masturbate 

while alone. This could be hard to do, but try to set up an 

atmosphere and environment she feels safe in. 

It is important, as always, to guide but not push. If you can, 

encourage her to masturbate in front of you so that you may 

observe the techniques that she would otherwise apply when she is 
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alone. Also, be verbal; ask her what it is that she likes the most and 

tell her to show it to you. Learn first, and then try to put it into 

practice and ask her how much she likes it. You can also request 

that she help you stimulate her directly, guiding your “hand” as it 

were hers. Again, learn what gets her off and try to apply it later. 

Sometimes, childhood trauma can result in a woman suffering from 

anorgasmia. If there are concerns that this is the case, be 

supportive and understanding. You can try to speak to her openly 

about it, but it would be better for you to try to delicately and 

tactfully bring up the possibility of seeking professional 

psychological counseling. Go so far as to offer to take her and pay 

for it yourself; after all, it will be good for both of you in the end. 

Another medical reason for anorgasmia may be that a woman’s 

sexual hormones are not adequately high or are out of balance. 

Similarly, another cause could be the prolonged usage of certain 

medications or drugs. In either case, a gynecologist, 

endocrinologist, and other medical professionals should be 

consulted. 

Any illness or medical condition can psychically affect anyone, and 

sexuality is not excluded from being impacted. No matter what the 

reason and the result, solving sensitive problems such as the 

inability to orgasm takes patience and time. Sometimes medical 

assistance or professional sex therapy will need to be sought. 
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Medical treatments may include hormone therapy and/or 

treatment of underlying medical conditions. Keep in mind that 

conversation and good communication with your partner should 

always come first before sex and you shall work through her 

problems together.  
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Past Sexual Traumatic Experiences 

and Overcoming Them 

ot all of us have had an idyllic or fairytale past, and it is 

not necessarily our fault. Some have to deal with really 

difficult memories and very serious trauma, such as rape 

or any other kind of sexual abuse, assault, violence, neglect, and 

bullying, including things that should not have happened but 

occurred to us nonetheless. 

If your partner, or even you, has experienced any sexually traumatic 

event in the past, remember that sexual rediscovery and fulfillment 

are still possible. It takes time and effort, but you can overcome it 

or help your partner to defeat it as well. Include professionals in 

this process - doctors, psychologists, and psychiatrists - to assist in 

addressing your painful memories, recover, and move on with your 

life. 

Honestly, I know more than anyone that it is not always easy to 

admit to another or speak openly about past sexual trauma or 

abuse, but it is the first and most important step in the process of 

healing a wounded soul. In fact, all communication in a relationship 

needs to be open and trustful, where each partner helps the other 

out while being patient and fully understanding. 

N 
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All kinds of dark and distraught feelings are normal after any kind of 

traumatic experience, but after some time, things usually tend to 

become better. For some people it is not that easy. If things do not 

get better with the passage of time alone, it could be a sign that the 

person is suffering from PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder), in 

which case, professional help is required. Forget about sex; nothing 

is as valuable as a clean bill of (mental) health.  
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Health 
he aim of this chapter is to broaden your understanding 

of health related to women and their genitalia. Your goal 

should be to better grasp how these health issues affect a 

woman’s life and how to help her deal with them. Knowing better 

will let you gain more insight into how all this might reflect on her 

sexual abilities and desires, cunnilingus and, eventually, you. 

Phases of the Menstrual Cycle and 

Cunnilingus 

he menstrual cycle is a period usually consisting of 28 

days, which can be divided into two halves and several 

phases, each of which has its own specifics to remember 

when it comes to cunnilingus. For starters, let’s see what those 

phases are, when each begins and ends, and what happens with the 

sex drive throughout the entirety of the cycle. 

As has been already noted, the menstrual cycle in most of the 

woman lasts 28 days. The first day of menstrual bleeding is also the 

first day of the new menstrual cycle, which means that along with 

the bleeding, the first phase of the menstrual cycle starts anew. 

This first phase is also called the proliferative, follicular or estrogen 

T 
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phase. The first half of the menstrual period usually lasts for 14 

days, ending in ovulation (the release of one or more eggs from 

one of the ovaries to be fertilized). The second half (or second 

phase), also called the luteal, secretory or progesterone phase 

then starts, and lasts for another 14 days. Thereafter, a new 

menstrual bleeding starts. A few days prior to the new bleeding, 

mild to severe symptoms of premenstrual syndrome (PMS) may 

occur and make your life more difficult than otherwise it normally 

would be. 

That being said, let’s now see how oral sex feels within the process 

of each of these phases. 

Menstrual Bleeding and Cunnilingus 

When the menstrual bleeding starts, signifying the first day of the 

new menstrual cycle, the PMS symptoms will finally begin to 

subside. Some woman may experience very painful cramps during 

the onset of the menstruation. Contrary to what you may first think 

when you hear the word cramps, a great majority of those same 

women may find orgasms to help ease the pain. Well, that is to say, 

penetrating sex will not bring relief, but oral sex and masturbation 

will. “Cunnilingus while menstruation?” you ask. Oh yes, really. No 

need for the ugly faces some of you surely now must be making. No 

one says you even have to see, taste, or smell the blood. In fact, any 

contact with it can be avoided by inserting a tampon or a menstrual 
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cup after taking a shower. As simple as that and the games can 

begin. 

That is not to say that you need to focus where the blood is exiting. 

In fact, if you are not comfortable with even the slightest chance to 

get in contact with menstrual blood, just make sure you 

concentrate on her clit. In a layman’s English - do not dare put your 

fingers or tongue in her vagina, try a little to lick your way to 

success with the clitoris instead. 

The Estrogen Phase of the Menstrual Cycle 

The first half of the menstrual cycle is followed by an immediate 

rise in a woman’s estrogen level. This correlates with a rise in her 

sex drive, day by day, until it peaks in ovulation. (Now you see what 

this gradual rise means for you.) A sign to take action is that she 

may be feeling more enthusiastic and optimistic, with a chipper 

attitude. What better time to show her how much your studying of 

these pages has paid off? 

Ovulation and Cunnilingus 

Thanks to woman’s sheer design by nature, we have all lucked out. 

You see, the same time the ovaries release an egg ready to be 

fertilized, the brain is flooded with hormones which subsequently 

pump the sex drive all the way into the stratosphere. This is the 
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perfect time for fertilization to occur, so if you want to make a 

baby, now is the time, and, if not and if you are not in reach of any 

contraceptives, what better way to fulfill a woman’s sex drive than 

through oral sex? Remember, ovulation is only one or two days 

within the overall 28-day period, so be on the lookout. 

There is only one thing that might happen and spoil the fun though. 

To describe this event, the German word of mittelschmerz 

(meaning middle pain, pain in the middle of menstrual cycle) must 

be invoked. Such pain occurs in some women when the ovaries 

release an egg, but it usually does not last long. Again, the same 

remedy as to those painful menstrual cramps could help – orgasm. 

Only here everything is allowed, as there is no menstrual bleeding. 

That being said, it would only be fair and medically pertinent to 

warn you that sometimes there might be a small amount of blood 

called spotting (which happens when follicules in the ovaries 

rupture and an egg is released to be potentially fertilized). If you 

find even this possibility of a slight hint of blood to make you 

squeamish, avoid heading completely south when going down on 

her. Stop at and around her clitoris before you go any further. 

The Progesterone Phase of the Menstrual Cycle 

The ovulation is now over and the curtain is slowly going down. 

Once sexually voracious, a woman in this period will now noticeably 

calm down in order to possibly protect any fertilized egg that has 
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now taken root into the lining of her uterus. It is recommended to 

match her tempo and not push her. Show your interest in the 

slower aspects of romance, like cuddling, caressing, and holding 

her. Do not be taken by surprise to learn that this second phase of 

the menstrual cycle is the best time for cunnilingus for some 

women as they find penetrative sex just too much for their 

sensibility during these last two weeks. This is especially true at the 

end of the menstrual cycle if PMS hits intensively. 

PMS and Cunnilingus 

You might ask yourself why or how come anyone experiencing one 

(or even all) of the following symptoms: emotional instability, 

depression, anxiety, irritability, angry outbursts, headache, 

difficulties with memory, difficulties with concentration, food 

cravings, swelling of the extremities or head, or tender breasts, 

would even think about having sex. The answer is simple: because 

sex can help make these symptoms go away, at least for a short 

period of time. 

PMS is caused by a rising level of progesterone in a woman's body 

and it’s perfectly normal. Remember, PMS is as hard on the woman 

as she is on you. Therefore, try to make her comfortable. Sexual 

activity and orgasm, most of all, will trigger the release of other 

hormones, such as oxytocin, endorphins, epinephrine, and DHEA 

(dehydroepiandrosterone) which all act as natural antidepressants. 
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Pregnancy and Cunnilingus 

irst and foremost, cunnilingus is entirely unable to hurt the 

woman or the fetus/baby while a woman is pregnant. 

There is only one exception: blowing any air whatsoever 

into the vagina is strictly forbidden! Not that I would know of any 

reason to do it even if a woman is not pregnant; there’s nothing 

erotic, romantic or even funny in literally doing a blow job here. 

Your partner is not a balloon meant to be blown up and dragged 

down Sixth Avenue for the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. This 

book is meant to teach you better than that. 

As described in the section “A Note on Embolisms”, pregnant 

women are most susceptible to air entering the bloodstream, 

provoking the occurrence of an embolism, which could obstruct 

blood flow in the blood vessels. Embolisms have dangerous and 

potentially deadly consequences for both the mother and the child. 

Also, never perform cunnilingus on a pregnant woman if you are 

suffering from an active infection (the flu, herpes, etc.). I feel the 

reason here should be self-explanatory. 

There are some conditions when your doctor might tell you not to 

have intercourse during pregnancy. This might be due to many 

reasons (early contractions, placenta previa, bleeding, risks of 

miscarriage, etc.), but by “sex” doctors most usually mean 

“penetration”. Ask your doctor to be more precise and 99% of the 

F 
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time you will get the “go ahead” for oral sex and masturbation. Just 

to be clear: do not engage in any activity if your lover is pregnant 

before asking her doctor, and do so only if her doctor is well 

acquainted with her medical history and can give you the 

permission to do so in regards to her condition. For the 

overwhelming majority of pregnant girls, cunnilingus is a safe 

source of sexual pleasure during all stages of pregnancy. 

During pregnancy, a woman's feelings and sex drive fluctuate. Some 

might say that they are not stable, but when considering all the 

hormones involved, it is no surprise at all. If the thoughts of giving 

birth and becoming a mother, as well as the accompanying body 

changes are taken into account, you can obtain a clear picture of 

what a pregnant woman has to handle in her three trimesters. 

OK, now that you know what not to do, it is time for you to relax 

and concentrate on what you should be doing. Things that will help 

you make your pregnant partner very, very happy. 

The best way to make a pregnant woman comfortable is to show 

her how much you care for her, how much you adore her, and that 

you find her very desirable even in her pregnancy. Good 

communication is of great importance; talk and listen to her. Make 

sure to provide her with lots of kissing, caressing, and hugging. 

These simple steps can work magic on any woman, let alone a testy 

one who is expecting. Following these actions are the first steps you 
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need for her to become more relaxed and to want more of your 

“attending” to a lower part of her body. 

Set the atmosphere, find a position that she is comfortable in, and 

start experimenting with some of the methods that you have 

picked up in this book. Do not be surprised if you find out that she 

enjoys it more than she had ever before. It is not just because you 

have learnt new things, but that the genital area is flushed with 

blood during pregnancy which makes it more sensitive. Some 

women even experience a multiple orgasm for the first time during 

their pregnancy. When expecting, expect the positively unexpected 

from a woman, at least as far as cunnilingus is concerned.  
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Menopause and Cunnilingus 

enopause (Ancient Greek for “the end of monthly 

cycles”) is the period of a woman's life when her 

menstrual cycle ceases, due to the ovaries stopping 

their hormonal production. It is a perfectly normal stage of ageing. 

Regularly, menopause begins in a woman’s late 40s or early 50s, 

but it can occur earlier due to illness or medical disorder, or later. 

The menopausal age range is statistically believed to be from the 

age of 42 to 58, and is officially declared when a woman has not 

been pregnant or lactated, nor has experienced menstruation for a 

period of one year. 

Menopause tends not to be a sudden stop, but for the process to 

stretch itself out over a few years. Naturally, women who have had 

their ovaries surgically removed go into surgical menopause right 

after the operation. Whatever the cause, menopause being the end 

of fertility for a woman’s life does not have to entail that it is also is 

to be the end of her sexual life. 

In addition to irregular menstrual bleeding, some women may 

experience differing physical and emotional symptoms of 

menopause which may be various in their intensity and number. 

These symptoms can include hot flashes, night sweats, breast 

tenderness, vaginal dryness, mood swings, increased stress, heart 

problems, and a whole other myriad of similar problems. A 
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woman’s sex drive at this time can also vary from extreme 

elevation to extreme indifference. Some doctors may prescribe 

hormone replacement therapy, antidepressants, and other 

medications to help ease these difficult symptoms. While it is of the 

greatest importance for a woman’s wellbeing to follow her 

prescribed medication, orgasms can be the ultimate supplements 

to this therapy. All those happy hormones that are released while 

being stimulated to orgasm will do their magic for the mood, 

bringing it to a higher level, and serving as natural pain killers and 

antidepressants. 

Now, it is time to talk about engaging in sex with a woman who is 

undergoing this stage of her life journey. First of all, you need to 

relax your partner. Sometimes you will have to deal with a woman 

who is suffering from a legion of symptoms, which can be regular or 

irregular, but almost always emotionally downgrading her sex drive. 

In a sense, women should also expect this condition to be a sign of 

menstrual liberation. A few women even experience very mild or 

minor emotional manifestations while going through “the change”. 

Whatever the type of a woman your partner is, you can use your 

knowledge from this book on how to make her life and 

surroundings easier, and, hence, easier on yourself as well. 

While there might be some specifics for penetration, there is bound 

to be accompanying vaginal dryness while going through 

menopause. If you want to experiment with some sex toys or any 
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other penetrative sex, always use lubricants. You know how they 

say: you can never have too much lube! Despite this dryness, there 

are no serious obstacles for cunnilingus during menopause. In fact, 

menopausal women will prefer touching and cunnilingus rather 

than regular penetrative sex due to the accompanying discomfort. 

Therefore, lick away, and experiment with the positions, techniques 

and styles outlined in this book.  
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Post-menopause and Cunnilingus 

fter menopause has come to a close in a woman’s life, 

her postmenopausal period begins. This period means 

that she has gone through all the dramatic chemical 

changes of menopause and is now medically considered to be 

infertile. Hey, look at the bright side, no more contraception is 

needed to have fun! 

At this stage of life, a woman has hopefully already acquired a great 

amount of lovemaking knowledge and experience, so be prepared 

to see the unseen. Alas, you still might have to deal with her 

completely diminished sex drive, because many post-menopausal 

women react coldly or disinterested to the idea of having any kind 

of sex. However, by following the right techniques I have outlined in 

the prior chapters, you should now know how to still turn her on 

and what precisely to do when she gives you the go ahead to rock 

her world. 

The specifics for cunnilingus with a post-menopausal woman are 

the same as those for a menopausal woman. If it is a low sex drive 

that bothers you or your partner, please talk to your doctor about 

it, and consider hormone replacement therapy. Otherwise, enjoy a 

happy and sexually fulfilling life in your autumnal years as much as 

you both see fit.  

A 
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    STDs 
exually transmitted diseases (STDs) are illnesses that can 

be transmitted during sexual intercourse, i.e. through any 

kind of vaginal, oral, or anal sex where there is an 

exchange of bodily fluids. STDs can also be transmitted by mutual 

masturbation if one partner touches another and if one of them is 

carrying an STD. The most frightening fact is that one can be 

infected by an STD (or more than one at any one time) and not be 

aware that they are. 

The good news is that some STDs are curable; the bad news is that 

some are not. To assist you and help raise your awareness on these 

diseases, an explanation of many common is listed below. As a 

doctor who is proud of your sexual proclivity, I feel that there is a 

need for you to see how numerous they are and to be aware of the 

causes of STDs. As always, there is no excuse for unsafe sex. 

The most important causes of STDs are as follows. 

S 
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Viral Infections: 

HIV (Human immunodeficiency virus) 

A person who is has an HIV infection may show no symptoms at all 

for years, even, in some rarer cases, decades. When the first 

symptoms do occur, they include sudden weight loss, fevers, 

frequent infections, Kaposi’s sarcoma, Non Hodgkin lymphoma, and 

a myriad of other related symptoms. For now, there is no cure or 

vaccine available, but large strives have been made since its original 

appearance in the late 1970s/early 1980s. The disease is now 

manageable to those who can afford it, but will still likely be the 

eventual root cause of death for the one suffering from the 

infection. 

Compared to vaginal or anal sex, oral sex is known as having the 

lowest risk factor when it comes to contracting HIV. Nevertheless, it 

is still able to be transmitted by oral sex activities. Due to this fact, 

it is vital to use protection (dental dams, see below) when 

performing cunnilingus. The risk is higher for the giver to contract 

any STD from the receiver when cuts or sores are present in the 

mouth, or there is the presence of bleeding gums (another reason 

to hate gingivitis, right?). For the receiver, there is only a significant 

risk if the giver has a significant amount of blood present in their 

mouth (for instance, recent dental surgery or sports injuries). 
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HIV may no longer be a death sentence as it once had been, but 

there is no reason to let your guard down. It is better be safe than 

sorry. 

HBV (The Hepatitis B virus), HCV (The Hepatitis C 

virus), HDV (The Hepatitis D virus) 

Hepatitis viruses infect the liver. Symptoms include jaundice (yellow 

discoloration of the skin and eyes) loss of appetite, nausea, 

vomiting, urine dark in its color, stomach pain, muscle aches, joint 

pain, tiredness, and other related or associated symptoms. 

As it is a viral infection, once contracted, any form of hepatitis will 

linger on, even after successful treatment. Take this to mean, once 

you have it, you always have a small fiend living inside you that can 

make you sick. 

While Hepatitis C and D are more serious, all have their own 

respective treatments that help make the disease more 

manageable. Although Hepatitis B can be prevented by vaccination, 

there are no vaccines for variants C or D, but the vaccine for 

Hepatitis B does help prevent against D in clinical studies. Ask your 

medical professional for further details if you think you are 

infected. 
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HPV (Human papilloma virus) 

The HPV is the virus that causes genital warts. For those of you 

lucky enough not to know, genital warts are painless, hard bumps 

around and in the vagina, the anus, or on the penis. At first, these 

warts are small and may be hard to notice. They may just feel like 

regular bumps. With time, however, they grow to be very big in 

size, resembling pieces of cauliflower. What is even worse than 

unsightly and painful warts is that an HPV infection also brings with 

it a significantly higher risk of cervical cancer. Most terribly, men 

can be infected by this virus and never show any signs of being its 

vector (carrier). 

HPV can be transmitted during oral sex as well. Just as with the 

cervix, an HPV infection of the oral cavity is a major risk for 

developing throat cancer. The usage of dental dams (see below) 

while performing cunnilingus helps reduce the risk of infection, but, 

as always, caution needs to be observed. 

As it is a virus, once contracted, HPV will periodically make your life 

slightly miserable. Most HPV infections are harmless, do not require 

treatment, and go away on their own. Unfortunately, there is 

currently no HPV treatment that is able to cure HPV itself, only 

management of the symptoms. Treatment is available for the 

abnormal cell changes in the cervix that are caused by HPV. Please 
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contact a medical professional if you suspect you are a carrier of 

this virus. 

HSV (Herpes simplex virus) 

The HSV is the virus that causes herpes - red bumps, blisters or 

open sores on the skin (on the genitals, around the mouth, under 

the armpits, and, occasionally, in other places), along with vaginal 

discharge, pain in the genitals, pain when urinating, itching, 

burning, swollen glands, fever, headache, and muscle aches. Some 

people who are infected show no symptoms at all, but HSV can be 

transmitted regardless of whether there are symptoms present or 

not. HSV is also able to be transmitted through oral sex, with both 

individuals at equal risk. 

Herpes is manageable (easing severity of symptoms), but not 

curable. If you have herpes, you can take certain medications to 

help manage the infection. Using herpes treatments is usually very 

effective in speeding up the healing of sores and preventing them 

from returning frequently. Although herpes treatment is helpful, 

there is no cure. However, in most cases outbreaks become fewer 

and weaker over the course of a few years. 
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Bacterial Infections: 

Gonorrhea (Neisseria gonorrhoeae) A.K.A. the 

“Infamous” Clap 

Gonorrhea is probably one of the more familiar STDs. It is a 

bacterial infection of the urethra (you know, where you pee from), 

the cervix, anus, or throat. Symptoms of gonorrhea may include 

painful or burning sensations while urinating, as well as yellowish or 

bloody discharge from the vagina or penis. As a surprise to most 

since it can be so common, someone can actually have gonorrhea 

but show no symptoms. 

Gonorrhea can be transmitted during cunnilingus, causing a throat 

infection in the giver. Therefore, dental dam should be used during 

cunnilingus as a measure of preventing its transmission. 

Gonorrhea is quite easily curable, as long as you seek medical 

attention. If you think that you are suffering from gonorrhea, you 

should visit your health care provider to be given antibiotics. Keep 

in mind that both you and your partner must be treated for 

gonorrhea before you have sex again in order to avoid becoming 

infected again. Some health care providers will even give you 

medicine to take home for your partner(s). 

People diagnosed with gonorrhea often have chlamydia (see below) 

as well. As they are commonly linked and bacterial infections which 
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have similar treatments, your health care provider may seek to 

treat you for both at the same time. 

Chlamydia (Chlamydia trachomatis) 

Unfortunately, the symptoms that are manifested by a chlamydia 

infection are unspecific. Even worse, it is common for the person 

infected to show no symptoms at all of the disease. If symptoms do 

occur, they generally include abnormal discharge from the 

vagina/penis, pain and burning while urinating, lower abdominal 

pain, and (in longer term cases) eye inflammation and pelvic 

inflammatory disease. 

Chlamydia is transmittable during oral sex. The only way to protect 

oneself during cunnilingus is through the use of dental dam. 

Luckily for all of us, chlamydia is curable and easy to treat. If you 

have chlamydia, you will need to take antibiotics. One type of 

chlamydia treatment is taken in one dose. Other kinds of chlamydia 

treatment must be taken for seven days. In either case, you must 

seek the assistance of your healthcare provider. 

As with other treatable infections, both you and your partner must 

be treated for chlamydia before you can begin having sex once gain 

as to avoid becoming re-infected. Some health care providers will 

also give you antibiotics to take home to your partner. Some may 

also tell you to be re-tested for chlamydia in 3 to 4 months. 
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Syphilis (Treponema pallidum) 

Syphilis is highly contagious bacterial infection, the first stage 

symptoms of which usually include chancres (a painless sore much 

like an ulcer) that will appear approximately one to six weeks after 

initial exposure, but will heal on their own. The secondary stage 

generally has an onset of 4 to 10 weeks after the manifestation of 

the first if the infection is left untreated. The symptoms of this 

stage are fever, non-itchy skin rashes, sore throat, swollen lymph 

glands, headache, patchy hair loss, weight loss, muscle aches, 

fatigue, and other related ailments. If left untreated, the symptoms 

will again disappear, but the bacteria remains active in the body, 

and eventually may cause damage to the brain and nervous system, 

causing dementia and paralysis, as well as to the eyes which results 

in gradual blindness. The heart, blood system, liver, bones and 

joints may become damage from the bacteria as well. This tertiary 

stage of the infection begins 3 to 15 years after the initial infection 

and can result in death. 

Beware, as syphilis can be transmitted through oral sex, both 

cunnilingus and fellatio. The best way to protect oneself while 

giving cunnilingus is by using dental dam. 

The good news is that syphilis can be completely cured (in fact it 

was one of the first diseases modern medicine had found a cure for 

in 1910 by the German physician Paul Ehrlich). If you have syphilis, 
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you will need to take antibiotics. Your partner(s) may also need to 

be treated at the same time. 

Keep in mind that any damage caused by syphilis in the later stages 

cannot be undone. If you are at risk for syphilis, regular testing will 

help you detect the infection at its earliest, most treatable phase. 

As you can guess, before antibiotics had been discovered, people 

engaged in sex with none or almost no protection at all. This 

benefited the spreading of various sexually transmitted diseases. 

Contracting even one of them had virtually been a death sentence 

back then, after painfully progressing through a series of 

complications and consequences of the illnesses. Many famous 

individuals through history may have suffered from syphilis 

(Napoleon, Nietzsche, Howard Hughes), but it is no joke. 

Fungal Infections: 

Candidiasis (yeast infection) 

Candidiasis (more commonly known as thrush) is a fungal infection 

caused by Candida albicans that appears in the vagina, the 

mouth/throat, the intestines, the urinary tract, and on the skin. The 

symptoms of candidiasis are creamy white vaginal discharge, skin 

rashes, and creamy white patches in the oral cavity. 
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Candida is one of the many non-native organisms that normally live 

in our bodies as a part of physiological micro-flora and cause no 

harm to the body of a healthy individual whatsoever. Nevertheless, 

when one’s normal balance of symbiosis is disrupted, for instance 

after having taken antibiotics, hormone pills, or in conditions when 

the immune system is affected, Candida can overrun our bodies’ 

natural defenses, causing serious bodily harm. 

A yeast infection, generally Candidiasis, can actually be transmitted 

during oral sex from both the recipient and giver. However, it must 

be noted that if the partner not suffering from a Candida infection 

has a healthy, working immune system, this partner will not likely 

contract the fungus. Do not let this give you a false sense of security 

though as if the immune system is impaired, Candida can 

proliferate and infection will surely occur. 

If a vaginal yeast infection occurs (itching, burning, thick white 

odorless discharge that somewhat looks like cottage cheese), an 

appointment to the doctor should be made immediately. 

Although capsules of boric acid are said to be an effective 

treatment of yeast infections, making and using any homemade 

remedy before consulting the doctor is not a good idea, since some 

might have toxic effects and do nothing. Candidiasis can be treated 

and cured by taking antifungal medication. 
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Protozoan Infections: 

Trichomoniasis (Trichomonas vaginalis) 

Trichomoniasis is a sexually transmitted disease of the urogenital 

tract caused by the protozoa Trichomonas vaginalis. The symptoms 

of this type of infection are discomfort while having sex, vaginal 

itching and an odiferous, thin, foamy yellow-greenish vaginal 

discharge. A long term infection, if left untreated, may result in 

cervical tissue changes. 

Usually, Tricnomonas vaginalis is transmitted from vagina to 

urethra and from urethra to vagina in penetrative, unprotected 

vaginal sex. In oral sex, there is also some evidence of transmission 

of infection. Protect yourself by using dental dam to minimize 

exposure. 

Worry not if you have contracted it as Trichomoniasis is curable. 

Both you and your partner can be successfully treated with 

prescription medicine. As before with other diseases, keep in mind 

that you may become infected again if your partner isn't treated. If 

you have more than one sexual partner, each partner (and their 

partners) should be treated as well. 
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Parasites: 

The crab louse, “crab lice”, "crabs" or "pubic lice" 

(Pthirus pubis) 

Pubic lice are very small parasites that can infest areas of skin 

covered in hair, dominantly over the genitals. These little, itchy, 

vampiric insects feed solely on human blood. Symptoms of being 

infested by pubic lice include vigorous itching around one’s genitals, 

sometimes with a grey-blue slate of discoloration of the infested 

area. 

Contamination is only possible by close contact, usually during sex. 

As with many other parasites, crabs cannot survive long when they 

are away from their host (a.k.a., the human body). 

Since pubic hair is naturally not the only hair present on the human 

body, and since crabs are resilient tiny beasts that can even live on 

one’s on eyelashes, they can easily be transmitted during oral sex 

from one person to another. 

Although it is not enough to lose all your hair to shake off the little 

buggers, an infestation of crabs is (generally) not deathly serious 

and treatment is readily available. Some common brands of over-

the-counter pubic lice medicine are A-200, RID, and Nix. Follow the 

directions on the package insert of the medication. You may need 

to apply the medicine from head-to-toe more than once. Stronger 
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prescription medicines are also available, but for that you’ll have to 

consult with your health care provider (if needed). 

Scabies (Sarcoptes scabiei) 

Scabies is an infectious skin disease caused by mites (Sarcoptes 

scabiei) that burrow into the skin. These mites can be transmitted 

from one person to another, both sexually and non-sexually (from 

infested bedding or clothing). The symptoms of having a scabies 

infection usually appear one month after their original transmission 

and include itching that worsens at night, reddish nodules on the 

skin, and the presence of mite burrows on the fingers and the toes, 

as well as in the overall area of the groin, the armpits, the bends of 

the elbows and the knees, the wrists, on the waist and the 

abdomen. 

Scabies is spread by skin-to-skin contact, from the infected host to 

the new host. It follows then that the risk is higher with prolonged 

contact. Latex condoms, dental dams and other methods can 

reduce the risk of other STDs, but are considered ineffective against 

scabies. 

Scabies is easily curable. Your health care provider may prescribe a 

medication such as Nix, Elimite, or Scabene. Less toxic treatments 

may be prescribed if the infestation is not severe. Be sure to follow 

the directions that come with the package. You may have to apply 
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the medicine from neck-to-toe more than once. Anyone who may 

have been in close contact with you should also be treated at the 

same time in order to avoid recurring infections. In addition, all 

bedding, towels, and clothing that you have used should be 

thoroughly washed or dry cleaned. All floors should be thoroughly 

vacuumed in your home as well.  
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How to Protect Yourself 
s has already been covered, there are many 

completely curable STDs, while others are at least 

manageable. Above all, you must act responsibly 

towards your own health to prevent any of these diseases form 

occurring or spreading. This includes your partner doing the same. 

In the end, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of the cure. 

Although it is true that you can completely recover from some STDs 

when treated with modern medicine, the possible scars on your 

psyche can remain. Here are some notes on how to protect yourself 

and how to minimize exposure to them. If you already happen to be 

affected by an STD, these same rules apply on how to prevent it 

from spreading further. 

You must maintain open communication with any partner if you 

suffer from a STD. You’ll have to use the adequate kind of 

protection to save it for yourself, and not to transmit it to your 

partner. On top of that, preventive measures should be taken to 

protect you from getting some other STD along the one you already 

suffer from. 

If lucky enough to be clean of any disease, the use of protection 

should be considered obligatory in all situations. The only certain 

way to be safe from STDs is total abstinence. However, if you do 

A 
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not want the life of a celibate monk, (and seeing that you have 

purchased this book it is clear that you do not), the second best 

way to avoid STDs is to know how to protect yourself from 

contracting one. 

If you are sexually active, it is best to have regular check-ups. If you 

have already had unprotected sex with a new partner, have an STD 

check-up as soon as possible. Should it turn out that you picked up 

any kind of STD, it must be treated without delay. If you are in a 

stable relationship and there are no other sexual partners involved 

outside of you and your partner, it is still a good idea to both have 

an STD check-up and enjoy the benefits of unprotected sex if the 

results are negative for you both. Should it be that one of you is 

suffering from an STD, you obviously need to be both treated 

immediately. If you happen to be both happily disease-free, 

consider only the use of contraceptives if you do not wish or are 

not ready to conceive. 

Just as a side note of relationship advice, having an STD in a steady 

relationship does not mean that your partner has been cheating, as 

has been so popularly used as a “clue” on medical mystery shows. 

As has been discussed, many of these diseases can be present or 

even dormant in anyone for long periods of time without the 

manifestation of any symptoms or without knowing of an infection 

at all. Keep this in mind if you feel like killing him or her. 
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In any case, if you are not sure whether you or your sexual partner 

has tested positive for any STDs, use safe sex practices every time 

you have sex. This means that you should not allow your partner’s 

bodily fluids (vaginal fluids, blood, sperm, etc.) into your body 

under no circumstances. Unless you are in a committed relationship 

with only one partner, it is better to follow safe sex-practices 

without exception. 

While oral sex is considered a lower risk activity for STD 

transmission than vaginal or anal sex, when it comes to cunnilingus, 

STDs can still be easily transmitted if you suffer from open mouth 

ulcers or bleeding gums. The latter is reason enough that I 

recommend you not to brush your teeth immediately before oral 

sex (though do not ignore your oral hygiene either; simply brush 

with enough time to give your mouth time to recover – about an 

hour or two ahead). Analingus (rimming) can also risk exposure to a 

number of parasites, bacteria, and viruses (HPV, HBV), so ultra-

strict hygiene procedures and safe sex practices must be followed 

while engaging in either of these activities. 

To reduce risks, a latex barrier can be used on the vulva or the anus. 

If done properly, this barrier method will help prevent direct 

contact between one partner’s vulva or anus and the other 

partner’s mouth. Be careful when using these forms of protection; 

make sure to hold the barrier against the desired place, as well as 
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to avoid any leakage of any fluids over the barrier into the mouth. 

Remember, the barrier protects only the place that it covers. 

Latex Barriers: 

Dental Dam 

Dental dam is a small square or rectangle disposable latex product 

originally made for dentists, to maintain a dry and sterile area in 

patients’ mouths for medical procedures. Being a waterproof 

barrier, dental dam can be used for protection during oral sex by 

placing it over the vulva during cunnilingus or anus during 

analingus. A small amount of water-based lubricant between the 

skin and dental dam may be placed as to increase sensitivity and 

prevent any unpleasant stickage. 

Never use dental dam more than once on any one area of the body. 

After usage, immediately throw it away. Although they sometimes 

prove uneasy to find (look in a dental supply store if other sources 

fail) and may not be cheap, never reuse dental dam. 

Plastic Wrap 

Plastic wrap is easy object to find in any aisle of your local 

supermarket. It also has the advantage of being relatively cheap, 
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depending on whether you want to buy generic or splurge on a 

name-brand. The sheer thinness of the material allows you to drape 

it over your lover’s nether regions, but still receives a feeling of 

body warmth and contact. Careful though! This same thinness 

makes it liable to rip easily from your fingernails or piercings (hence 

the reason why dental dam was invented). To make things easier, 

add a drop or two of lubricant to the vulva before applying the dam 

to increase sensitivity. 

A Condom as a Dental Dam 

A quick and simple barrier can be made from a latex condom and 

the assistance of a pair of scissors. First, unroll the condom, cut off 

the tip, and cut along the condom lengthwise. A rectangle form of a 

“dental dam” will result, already colored and lubricated, and 

sometimes flavored. Be careful though not to lick the inside of the 

condom, rather the exterior, as many condoms come coated in 

spermicide, which can have a bitter taste. In a pinch, this method is 

a cheap, regularly available alternative to dental dam and is more 

durable than thin plastic wrap. 

A Note on Embolisms 

There are normal amounts of gases present in the bloodstream, but 

big bubbles of air are a pathological (read: unnatural) state since 
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they act as a clot. An embolism is a pathological state that happens 

when an embolus (bubble) or emboli (more than one bubble) 

enters the bloodstream. 

Some doctors will tell you that if air is strongly blown into the 

vagina during oral sex, without allowing any to escape, an air 

bubble can become forced into the dilated blood vessel and then 

into the cardiovascular system, causing an air embolism. Truthfully, 

this is a danger, but it is also extremely rare. Such embolisms 

usually occur in pregnancy or after delivery and are caused by vein 

enlargement during the pregnancy itself. 

In any case, I am not sure how pleasurable it would be to have air 

blown very hard into vagina (women are neither deflated tires nor 

sex dolls after all), so the clever thing would be to avoid this 

practice altogether. Why risk it if it is unenjoyably to begin with? 

This phenomenon is not to be confused with the minor air trapping 

(released later in “queefs”) that may occur during sex or with the 

gentle puffing of some air into vagina, and should not prohibit you 

from gently blowing onto the vulva to excite your partner.  
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Hygiene - What to Do and 

What to Avoid 
ersonal hygiene is a fundamental pre-condition that 

needs to be met when even planning to have sex. After 

all, a clean body is a desired body. While everyone may 

know that it is necessary to take a shower, there still might be some 

hygiene routines left out when it comes to more intimate areas and 

some you should skip entirely. I think you should be knowledgeable 

on the basic info of women’s hygiene to understand what is better 

because, in the long term, it will pay off for both of you. Making her 

happy and healthy is not only the basis of a strong relationship but 

a vigorous sex life as well. 

Hygiene Products 

You have all probably heard advice about using certain products 

such as antibacterial soaps, wet napkins, intimacy gels, liquid soaps, 

and other similar products in regard to cleaning yourself “down 

there”. I have even heard of some girls that use nothing other than 

just plain water for washing their intimate areas. Some even use a 

solution of baking soda or even boric acid. I guess everyone hears 

P 
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some sort of different advice about personal hygiene from time to 

time. 

I will not go into recommending specific products and providing 

reviews of them, there are too many and you have an entire 

Internet for that. I would rather explain things in general so that 

you can make your own decisions. 

Women should avoid using antibacterial soaps for washing their 

vulva, simply because these soaps do more harm than good. Use of 

them will kill the “good” germs on the skin, thus enabling the “bad” 

germs to proliferate and cause more serious problems. 

Cosmetic soaps or common shower gels are also to be avoided for 

one’s privates. While soaps more acidic in their pH levels are 

needed to clean genitalia, our everyday products are usually not 

acidic enough in their chemical properties to clean these areas. 

Since your skin’s healthy pH level is usually around 5.5, the soap 

you use for your skin should match it. The pH of better made soaps 

and shower gels is around this number, but most common soaps 

score a pH of 9-10. Likewise, the pH of a healthy vagina is 3.5 – 4.5, 

so this area should be treated with products that have a lower pH. 

Maintaining a low pH helps the vagina maintain healthy and 

destroy harmful micro-flora. I also recommend maintaining a 

healthy pH balance not just for the proper hygiene of the genitalia, 

but for your general daily bath as well. Women should try to use pH 
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neutral products over the rest of your body unless otherwise 

directed by a dermatologist or other medical professional. The best 

products to be used for one’s intimate hygiene are those 

specifically designed for this purpose. They can generally be found 

in any drug store or large supermarket; just read the label. 

In addition to washing your “private parts” every day, it is advised 

that you wash them after every time you engage in sexual 

intercourse. Also, women should wash themselves only from the 

front to the back, to prevent bacteria from the anus entering the 

vagina or spreading to other areas of the body. 

Keep in mind that specially designed intimate gels are just a 

hygiene product and are in no way a replacement for the treatment 

of STDs. If there ever is any problem such as unusual vaginal 

discharge or itching, an appointment to the doctor should be made 

without delay. 

For more haphazard cleansing, there are specially designed 

intimate napkins available, commonly referred to as “wet wipes” or 

“baby-wipes”. Using this product is not and cannot be considered a 

substitution for a good, old-fashioned shower, but it can be very 

practical when traveling, at work, or simply when there is a need to 

clean one’s more intimate areas. 

Both pH balanced intimate wash gels and intimate wipes can be 

found in drugstores. If possible, women should avoid using them to 
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excessively clean their vulva as they frequently contain alcohol 

which can burn and kill off beneficial bacteria, leading to greater 

problems. 

If a soap that is mild, sensitive, skin-friendly, and free of any scents, 

perfumes, parabens or other aggressive ingredients cannot be 

found, there’s nothing wrong with cleaning by just using water. It 

can better protect and clean private parts than some fancy 

schmancy overly-perfumed caustic soap does. Water will leave the 

healthy flora of the vulva without removing any of the naturally 

occurring oils and bacteria that it needs to stay healthy. 

What to Wear under There? 

Now, let me help you better understand why she’s stocking up on a 

year’s load of sanitary products before Aunt Flow’s visit every 

month. For some men this has always been an example of TMI, but, 

if you are well-informed, you will never ever judge a girl again as to 

why she needs both tampons and several types of pads in her 

bathroom. 

Firstly, panty liners are a sanitary product used to soak up 

menstrual blood. They are better known as pads. A general rule of 

thumb for panty liners is that they should be changed every 4 

hours. Wearing one for more than 4 hours at a time may allow 
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bacteria to proliferate. Even without the apparent need, tampons 

should also be changed every few hours for the same reason. 

If vaginal dryness or some other kind of discomfort occurs and 

when vaginal smear and ultrasound checkup results are normal, 

there are several intimate hygiene creams that are available on the 

market. Generally speaking, these are for personal lubrication and 

they contain mild antiseptic ingredients. They can also usually be 

used during sex as lubricants, before swimming in pools, and in 

women older 40 years of age to avoid dryness of the vagina. 

When it concerns lingerie, what I am going to tell you here might 

unfortunately burst some of your bubbles inspired by famous 

underwear angel models cladded in nothing but a string of tight 

see-through lace gyrating on the catwalk. This intimate apparel is 

for fantasy and not daily use. The good news is that if she wears it 

around you, her intentions are clear. 

Quite contrary to what many consider sexy, the wearing of cotton 

or microfiber underwear is highly advised, especially those that are 

not G-strings, but slip-on or boxer underwear. Cotton does not 

shield the skin as tightly as synthetics, giving it chance to breathe. 

Any fabrics that hold moisture close to the body should be avoided. 

Constricting underwear blocks oxygenation of the skin. String 

underwear also provides little protection. Except for the bedroom, 

the wearing of tight-fitting synthetic lingerie should also be 

avoided. Fabrics that are natural, sheer, and capable of absorbing 
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moisture but then drying quickly, enabling the skin to breath, 

should always be your fabric of choice. For the same reason, the 

time spent in a wet bathing suit should be reduced as much as 

possible because we want to avoid unnecessary moisture at all 

costs. Accumulating wetness around the warmth of the genitals is a 

perfect breeding ground for bacteria and fungus, so you do not 

want to retain anything more than your body’s natural moisture in 

these germ-prone areas. 

Cleaning Sex Toys 

I sincerely hope that I need not tell you that sex toys should be 

cleaned before and after use. The proper cleaning of sex toys is 

essential to avoid infection or transmission of STDs. It is important 

to read their instructions and to follow them carefully when 

cleaning them. If you feel that cleaning the toy properly would be 

too time-consuming for you, think about buying a different toy 

altogether. 

For basic toy care, remove any batteries. (Never submerge 

electrical components in water!) Use a damp, soapy washcloth to 

clean your toys, preferably with anti-bacterial soap. Make sure to 

remove all traces of soap lest they cause irritation later when used. 

There are also numerous sex-toy cleaners on the market that are 

made specifically to clean sex toys. When not having fun with them, 
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keep toys stored in a container (to keep them clean) and in a cool, 

dry place as some rubber parts can harden when left in the open 

and feel unpleasantly rough afterwards. 

Don’t Be a Douche! 

For special occasions, whatever they may be, we feel that we 

should try to put on our best. We usually select our finest clothes 

and make sure our hair is well combed. For women, this is perfectly 

fine when it’s limited to their carefully picked clothes and 

underwear, fine perfume, and makeup. However, in attempting to 

be the most aromatic “flower” their partner has ever encountered, 

they might decide to kill off all the natural flora of their vagina by 

extensively cleansing it. Here’s what it is and why this practice must 

be discouraged. 

Vaginal douching (the insertion and expulsion of scented or 

cleansing liquid into the vagina) should ALWAYS be avoided since 

the normal vaginal bacterial flora will be “douched” away with it, 

damaging the vagina’s natural environment and balance. Moreover, 

this will also break the vagina’s natural barrier against infections 

and other irritations. 

As said before, the vagina is home to beneficial bacteria. This 

normal vaginal flora, also called vaginal microbiota, is dominated by 

the Lactobacillus. These bacteria produce lactic acid, which keeps 
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the vagina’s pH low. More importantly, the acidic environment 

makes the vagina hostile to many pathogens which keeps many 

more dangerous germs away from entering, proliferating and 

causing diseases. 

If the vaginal biota is flushed away by any kind of irrigation, the pH 

level will rise and other microorganisms will outnumber the 

Lactobacillus, take over, and cause vaginal problems. Even if it’s 

“just plain water”, it should be used to clean the outside only, not 

to rinse out the vagina. Genitals are to be washed on the outside 

only, not the inside! In fact, nothing at all should be used to rinse 

out the vagina except when medicated by your doctor. 

Hair Removal 

I will leave you to your own preferences regarding hair or bald skin. 

However, you are going to have to discuss that with your partner 

and make it clear what turns you on and not. Some like it as smooth 

and fresh, while others prefer it to be a bit fuzzy and still there are 

those who are turned on by an untouched bush. Whatever your 

choices are, it’s completely fine. Here is a word or two on what 

could be done for grooming down there, just in case you have ever 

wondered, or in case you might want to try something new. 

There are two techniques of body hair removal - depilation and 

epilation. Depilation is the process of removing hair while leaving 
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the root intact in the skin, untouched, for your hair to grow again. 

Epilation is the complete removal of the hair with the root (the 

follicle), the result of which is that the hair shall never reappear. 

The most common methods to remove or trim down hair include 

shaving, trimming, hair removal creams, waxing, sugaring, while 

epilation is done by laser. 

When it comes to one’s genitalia, they may be freely left in their 

natural hairy state, made partially bare (i.e., leaving a small landing 

strip) or completely bare (a.k.a., getting a “Brazilian” wax). 

There are ways to politely suggest what your preferences are 

concerning pubic hair. Have you ever tried some shaving and 

cleaning play, such as shaving her pubes before sex? You can make 

an erotic game out of it, in which she is your client at an erotic 

salon and you are a naughty beautician. Or you could ask her to 

grow out a bit of a bush so you would be able to shave everything 

into a star or a heart on her pubis. Whatever your game might be, 

whether she will be taking care of her hair situation down there 

herself or that will be you doing so, here are some guidelines that 

must be followed. 

If a razor is used to shave the pubic area, extra patience and care is 

needed. (Seriously, what more do you need to hear than “genitals” 

and “razor” to force you to act carefully while using one?) That 

being said, shaving is an easy, quick, traditional, and common 

method of hair removal. As you probably already know from 
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shaving other parts of your body, if the skin is not cut, it is an 

entirely painless process. 

Trimming safely using electric trimmers can be as good as shaving 

by trimming close to the skin. Hair removal creams are to be used 

only if it is known that the person in question has no adverse 

reactions to the chemicals (i.e. is not prone to skin irritations). The 

problem with these techniques is that the process should be 

repeated every 2-4 days to maintain nice, kissable-soft skin. What 

can also be a bother is that special gels or creams need to be 

applied after the shaving to prevent ingrown hairs, itching, or other 

types of irritation (which you may still encounter despite their use). 

If angelically sleek skin is what gets you going the most, and she is 

willing to give it to you, epilation is the only way. 

Waxing will leave longer results of hair-free skin, but it is a method 

that can be extremely painful. First, a large amount of wax is 

warmed, and a small amount is applied in the form of a thin layer 

on the skin; thereafter, it is covered by a cotton strip. When the 

wax slightly cools (within a few seconds), it is quickly ripped off. In 

this way, the hair is pulled out at the root in the overall process. 

Some types of wax do not need cotton strips to be used; instead, 

only the wax strips need be pulled away. The result, however, will 

be the same. The pain is bearable to those with higher pain 

thresholds but is quite unpleasant to say the least. The results of 
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waxed, hair-free skin will last a few weeks (usually from two to 

four). 

The option of laser hair removal will result in permanent hair 

removal. Only professionals in salons are allowed to do this 

procedure and it can be quite expensive for larger areas of the 

body. Waxing one’s bikini line will cost approximately up to $100 

USD.  
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A Final Primer 
s a closing chapter, I feel we should go over the most 

important tips and truths I have been trying to impart 

in these pages, as a final good-bye to set you off in a 

100% ready state for performing unforgettable cunnilingus every 

time, without fail. 

If I have not yet made myself crystal clear, the most important thing 

is to relax your partner as much as possible. To have wonderful sex, 

she needs to be open to you, and, for her to do so, it is crucial that 

she feel safe, attractive, and wanted. In truth, whether they have 

been pressured into culturally or socially, many women feel 

ashamed about their own sexuality. They just do not feel as 

comfortable as they should being naked. Some of them also think 

that their vagina itself is ugly, or that it “stinks” as well. This is the 

main reason you need to pay special attention to those inner 

inhibitions and help your lover get free of them. You need to guide 

her away from these insecurities and awaken the sex-goddess 

within her waiting to emerge. 

1) Build Constant Trust 

You need to show your partner how much you will be there for her 

no matter what the circumstances. This necessitates that no teasing 

A 
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or making fun while having sex should occur, no matter what is 

happening in bed, especially if your partner is already 

uncomfortable with herself. If she has vaginal flatulence later on or 

anything, you can laugh out loud about later, but never, ever, with 

her in the same place. Eventually, she will become confident 

enough that you can laugh about everything together, but that 

takes time and deeply developed trust. Until you reach that point, 

explore her body with your lips while you strip her clothes off and 

tell her how much you adore her. As odd as it sounds, sex is what 

comes first; laughing about the awkwardness of our bodies and 

sexuality comes later. 

You must never think that a trusting relationship can be solely 

founded on sex alone. Women tend to stay with partners who 

make them laugh, who are trustworthy and understanding, not just 

on achieving an orgasm. There has never been a woman who is 

tired after coming home from a hard day at work, who then has to 

face having to take care of the kids and having to do even more 

around the house, who is then thrilled to experience a wild night of 

sex instead of getting much needed sleep. To get your relationship 

stronger, address these daily and existential issues. Talk to her 

about this any day, not just the day you feel randy and ready to go 

for some good old love making. Ask in advance how you could help 

with getting things done. Try to find a way to give her some more 

time and energy by freeing her from the time bandits stealing it 

away. Naturally, the more energy she has, the more likely it will be 
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that she would spend it on being intimate with you. Yet, it’s not just 

that: if she sees that you are both equal partners, the less likely she 

will say, “I have a headache” at the end of the day, when the desire 

for sex is implied. 

2) Make Her Constantly Feel Wanted 

Tell her that she is beautiful, not just her appearance, but in her 

personality and soul as well. Pet her gently and tell her how soft her 

hair and skin is while you look her in the eyes. Tell her that she 

smells and tastes beautiful. Do not be stingy with your compliments 

towards her, and when it comes the time to make love to her, make 

those compliments continue as you do so. 

3) Seduce Her at Every Turn (in the 

Bedroom and Beyond) 

Never let a good moment pass you by to make her want you more. 

Sneak up on her occasionally and whisper in her ear to get her wet 

whenever you can. If the moment catches both of you, then let it. 
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4) Make a Gentle Start 

One of the rules I have tried to highlight in its importance 

throughout this book is to not rush straight to the clitoris when 

performing cunnilingus. This is a rookie mistake. The clitoris is not a 

magic orgasm button. It is more like a combination safe that needs 

to be cracked lightly by using all the tools and parts at your 

disposal. Therefore, take advantage of this knowledge and first 

lightly kiss, lick, and touch her all around her clitoral area, for as 

long as you can, right until she craves for you to push her over her 

orgasmic edge. Even then, do not rush into a fast and strong 

rhythm; instead, ease into it, giving her exactly how much she asks 

for, but not an iota more. Maintain the rhythm and apply the 

techniques provided in this book as you will surely see her face 

shining down on you. 

 5) Maintain an Orgasmic Rhythm 

This is one of the most important facts about having your partner 

reach orgasm through cunnilingus! Many make the same mistake 

when providing oral sex. If the giver does not get a clear signal from 

the receiver that they are on the verge of orgasm, the giver will 

make the mistake of speeding up in order to immediately make her 

orgasm, thinking they are doing the right thing. In fact, this 
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innocent assumption is wildly wrong. The last thing you should do if 

you feel that your lover is not on her way to achieving orgasm is to 

hit into high gear and hope for the best. Unlike men, who need to 

go faster to achieve ejaculation, women need steady rhythm to 

orgasm during oral sex. When you do find a pace she truly enjoys, 

just stick to it until she climaxes. 

Let me provide a personal example to better illustrate. Sometimes 

my lover is gently moving their tongue over my clitoris at some 

middling tempo, which I would love them to keep it up at because I 

know this is the rhythm that brings me to the orgasm. Instead, what 

happens is that they are either too impatient and would like me to 

climax sooner, or feels that speeding up is what will finally make me 

orgasm like crazy, so they start licking me wildly, every which way. 

Instead of making me orgasm, all it does is to make me lose my 

concentration and I find myself unable to achieve that much 

anticipated orgasm I had been looking forward to. 

If something like this happens in your sessions of oral lovemaking, 

what you should do is go back into foreplay and make a fresh start. 

This may seem a bit odd, but by repeating the actions you will pick 

her back up, refocusing to build her anticipation, and further 

enticing her into it when the time comes by teasing her along the 

entire way. Additionally, even if it proves unsuccessful, you will 

have a romantic and loving way out, in which you can save face and 

try again next time. 
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My best advice that you should end this book with is simply to be 

sensitive to her rhythm, do not rush, and always communicate. Talk 

to her after sex and see how she feels. Learn from your progress 

and mistakes, becoming the best licker you can be. It will be best 

for you both in the end. She will be happier and you will be more 

confident for knowing no one can bring her to the edge of oral 

ecstasy like you can.  
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A Few Closing Words 
 

s a closing remark, I would just like to impart these 

closing remarks: individuals like you who buy books like 

these are those I truly admire because you are interested 

in providing both pleasure and satisfaction to others as well as 

receiving it in return. I hope then that this book has given what you 

have been looking for. 

I dedicate this book to you, my brave and self-conscious readers. 

Having gone through these pages and adopting the knowledge 

contained therein, you should feel better about your lovemaking 

skills and you truly deserve it. 

With love, 

 

Jennifer S. Dobrowitz 
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